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Abstract 
 
Improving Exposure-Response Estimation in Air Pollution Health Effects Assessments 
 
by 
 
Bernard Sam Beckerman 
 
Doctor of Philosophy in Environmental Health Sciences 
 
University of California, Berkeley 
 
Professor Michael L. B. Jerrett, Chair 
 
 
Of the 3.7 million deaths attributed to outdoor air pollution, ischemic heart disease (IHD) 
represents 40% of the total deaths, or approximately 1.48 million deaths, which occur mainly in 
older adults. IHD is the largest single causes of death attributable to ambient air pollution. 
Research on the progression and incidence of IHD are pointing to ambient fine particulate matter 
(PM) as a major contributor to morbidity and mortality outcomes.  
 
In this context, improvements in air pollution exposure assessment methods and health effects 
assessments are developed and investigated in this thesis.  With the exposure assessment, 
methods and tools were created that had utility for improving air pollution exposure assessment. 
Two exposure assessment chapters are presented. The first of these is focused on the creation of 
a national-level spatio-temporal air pollution exposure model. In the second exposure chapter, 
emphasis is placed on the development and evaluation of methods used to estimate annual 
average daily traffic – a local source of ambient particulates and other air pollutants thought to 
have heightened toxicity. 
 
A model was created to predict ambient fine particulate matter less than 2.5 microns in 
aerodynamic diameter (PM2.5) across the contiguous United States to be applied to health effects 
modeling (Chapter 2). We developed a novel hybrid approach that combine a land use regression 
model (LUR) and Bayesian Maximum Entropy (BME) interpolation of the LUR space-time 
residuals,. The PM2.5 dataset included observations at 1,464 monitoring locations with 
approximately 10% of locations reserved for cross-validation across the contiguous United 
States. In the LUR, variables based on remote sensing estimates of PM2.5, land use and traffic 
indicators were made available to the Deletion/Substitution/Addition machine learning algorithm 
used to select predictive models describing local variability in PM2.5.  Two modeling 
configurations were tested.  The first included all of the available covariates; and the second did 
not include the remote sensing.  The remote sensing variable was not based on any ground 
information.  
 
Specific results showed that normalized cross-validated R2 values for LUR were 0.63 and 0.11 
with and without remote sensing, respectively; suggesting remote sensing is a strong predictor of 
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ground-level concentrations. In the models including the BME interpolation of the residuals, 
cross-validated R2 were 0.79 for both configurations; the model without remotely sensed data 
described more fine-scale variation than the model including remote sensing.   Our results 
suggest that our modeling framework effectively predicts ground-level concentrations of PM2.5 at 
multiple scales over the contiguous U.S. 
 
The network interpolation tool used to estimate traffic is described in Chapter 3.  The program 
was created using free open-source software, namely Python 2.7 and its related libraries. It was 
applied to two county study areas in California, USA (Alameda and Los Angeles), where inverse 
distance weighted (IDW) and kriging annual average daily traffic (AADT) models were 
estimated.  These estimates were compared to: each other; to an entirely independent dataset; and 
against a traffic model using similar methods to those used in the traffic estimates employed in 
the exposure model in Chapter 2. 
 
Results show different levels of predictive agreement.  Using cross-validation methods, the R2 
for these models were 0.36 and 0.32 in Alameda and 0.46 and 0.47 in Los Angeles, for IDW and 
Kriging, respectively.  Differences in model performance seen between and within the study area 
suggest that data issues may have materially contributed; these include: temporal discordance in 
the measurements and mischaracterization of road types. A comparison of network interpolation 
methods to those used to estimate traffic in Chapter 2 found the network methods to be superior. 
 
For the health effects analysis that that estimated an exposure response curve describing the 
effect of PM2.5 on ischemic heart disease mortality, monthly ambient PM2.5 estimates (from the 
model outlined in Chapter 2) were averaged to represent long-term exposure at the home.  Super 
Learner evaluated 14 models that fell within the classes of parametric, semi-parametric, and non-
parametric models.   A generalized additive model with splined terms was identified as being 
most predictive of life expectancy.  Over the range of exposure 3-27 µg/m3 the estimated years 
of life lost over this interval was 0.6 years.  This relationship, however, was not linear.  It 
followed the pattern reported in previous studies with increased risk rates at lower exposures and 
a flattening out of the curve at higher exposures.  An inflection point appeared to occur near 10 
µg/m3.  These estimates failed to reach significance at the 95% confidence criteria but were close 
enough to be suggestive of a relationship. Results from a complementary simulation showed that 
left truncation characteristics of the cohort likely biased to results towards the null.  In addition, 
the use of inverse probability of censoring weights to control for bias induced by right censoring 
added variability to the estimator that likely reduced the power to detect and effect.   
 
This research has shown the utility of machine-learning algorithms for improving health effects 
assessments in the field of air pollution epidemiology. In exposure science, they have proven 
their utility in creating estimates of exposure that can be used to characterize multiple scales of 
variability. In health effects assessments, in combination with causal inference methods, this 
work has shown the utility of these methods to detect non-linear effects in novel parameter 
estimates in individual cohort studies. In addition to the methodological contribution, the health 
effects results contribute to the discussion about the burden of disease attributable to particulate 
matter.   
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Preface 
 
 
The following work was conducted under the supervision of the Graduate Group in 
Environmental Health Sciences at the University of California, Berkeley. 
The material in Chapter 2 represents previously published research in Environmental Science 
and Technology [Environ. Sci. Technol. 2013, 47 (13), pp 7233–7241].  This work represents a 
collaborative effort of which I was lead author. I conceived the methodological approach; led the 
analysis; and preparation and submission of the manuscript.  As the chair of my supervising 
committee, Prof. Michael Jerrett assisted with the conception of the methodological approach 
and contributed to both the manuscript’s development and revisions.  Prof. Marc Serre assisted 
with the implementation of the Bayesian Maximum Entropy interpolation and with editing and 
revisions to the manuscript.  Drs. Randall Martin and Aaron van Donkelaar provided remote 
sensing data, text for the manuscript and assisted with editing and revisions.  Dr. Seung-Jae Lee 
assisted with implementation of the Bayesain Maximum Entropy interpolation; text for the 
manuscript; and assisted with editing and revisions.  Mr. Zev Ross provided data support for the 
land use regression model and developed the traffic model used within.  He also assisted with 
editing and revisions of the manuscript.  Dr. Jason Su assisted with data preparation and with 
editing and revisions to the manuscript. Dr. Richard Burnett provided statistical guidance and 
assisted with editing and revisions to the manuscript. Dr. David Holstius developed computer 
code that was used to visualize the exposure surfaces reported in this chapter.  This same 
computer code was used to assign exposures the American Cancer Society cohort that was 
investigated in Chapter 4.     
Chapter 3 reports a research area identified from the work in Chapter 2.  I was the lead 
researcher for this work, but would like to acknowledge the contributions that Prof. Michael 
Jerrett made during the development and evaluation of the methods and results.  Without his 
support and assistance, the quality of the work would not have attained the level at which it is 
presented here.   
The work presented in the fourth chapter was conceived of while taking classes with Profs. 
Nicholas Jewell and Mark van der Laan.  The introduction to causal inference and survival 
analysis that I received through them allowed me to develop the methods that were applied.  Dr. 
Richard Burnett at Health Canada, who wanted these methods developed to look at years of lost 
life attributable to particulate air pollution in a Canadian census cohort, facilitated financial 
support for the development of the methods I have presented.  To test the methods, we received 
permission, to apply them to the American Cancer Society (ACS) CPS II cohort, from the ACS.  
Their agreement required that only persons to who they have previously given permission, 
specifically Drs. Michelle Catherine Turner and Yuanli Shi (under IRB approval at the 
University of Ottawa - #2010073-01H Assessing Effects of Ambient Air Pollution on Mortality 
Using the Cancer Prevention Study II), apply these methods to the dataset that is housed in a 
secure data enclave in Ottawa, Ontario, Canada.  ACS’s permission to apply the methods I 
developed and then release the results to me for use in my thesis in combination with the 
assistance of Michelle and Yuanli has made the work herein possible. Prof. Michael Jerrett, the 
chair of my dissertation committee, provided tremendous support and guidance through the study 
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design process in addition to assisting in the communication of the results.  Profs. Ellen Eisen, 
John Balmes, and Nicholas Jewell who were also on my dissertation committee; assisted by 
helping me understanding issues related: to study design; the biological processes that lead to 
ischemic heart disease; and statistically related issues, respectively.  They were also involved in 
editing this chapter and have improved the communication of these results.  Molly Davies, my 
friend and classmate, assisted by helping me navigate some of the technical statistical issues 
related to implementing a causal inference analysis with machine learning methods.   
The first and last chapters are my original unpublished work. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
BACKGROUND 
Of the 3.7 million deaths attributed to outdoor air pollution, ischemic heart disease (IHD) – a 
health outcome mainly seen in older adults – represents 40% of the total deaths, or 
approximately 1.48 million deaths [1].  In the United States, IHD (also known as coronary heart 
disease and coronary artery disease) kills 380,000 people each year [2].  IHD is caused by 
reduction or stoppage in blood supply to the heart.  It is mainly attributable to arterial 
atherosclerotic formation, thrombosis, or a combination of the two. The etiology is multifactorial 
with air pollution postulated as a contributing element to the onset of both atherosclerosis and 
thrombosis. Research on the progression and incidence of IHD is pointing to particulate matter 
(PM) as a major contributor to both morbidity and mortality outcomes.  Epidemiologic evidence 
implicates air pollution as a risk factor for various cardiovascular disease mortality outcomes [3-
7]. 
From a mechanistic perspective, evidence suggests that particulate matter with an 
aerodynamic diameter less than 2.5 micron (PM2.5) affects subclinical markers of atherosclerosis, 
i.e., an increase in intima media thickness in those with higher PM2.5 exposures [8, 9] and an 
increase in coronary arterial calcification for those living closest to major roads [10].  
Experimental animal models corroborate these findings [11, 12], even with additional focus 
directed towards the organic constituents of particulate matter (PM) [13].  The evidence 
implicating air pollution in thrombosis is equally compelling.  Particulates have been associated 
with increases in contributing factors to thrombosis [14], such as C-reactive protein [15-17], and 
plasma viscosity [18], and concentration of fibrinogen [17, 19].  Again, animal experiments 
report similar results with pro-thrombogenic conditions produced with diesel exhaust particles 
[20-23].  
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With the ubiquity of PM in the environment [24], even small reductions, when benefits are 
averaged over large populations, may represent substantial improvements in public health.  
Recent evidence suggests that improvements in air quality seen over the 2000-2007 period in the 
United States have likely resulted in measurable gains in life expectancy [25]. Despite these 
gains, as a result of improvements in air quality, a significant health risk still remains [26]. 
Further research is still necessary to understand both the shape and magnitude of the association 
between mortality and air pollution.  Previous research suggests non-linearity in the response, 
specifically for cardio-vascular outcomes [27, 28], but differences in the study design, exposure 
species and range of exposures make it difficult to use these estimates for health burden 
assessments for specific outcomes.  The non-linearity in the response from the previous research, 
however, suggests relatively higher benefits for mitigation strategies implemented in lower 
exposure areas [29].  
In estimating disease burden due to air pollution, understanding the distribution of the 
exposure is crucial to understanding the community-level health effects.  Over larger areas, 
empirical measurements are typically unavailable at the scale at which air pollution varies.  Most 
health effects studies assessing the contribution of air pollution to disease have depended on 
modeled values based on limited observations from emission inventories, government monitors, 
traffic datasets, and remote sensing data [24, 30-32].  A number of techniques have been 
implemented to use the data in an attempt to estimate exposure at various spatio-temporal scales 
[4, 33-36].   These methods are applied in an attempt to reduce exposure misclassification.  
Additional considerations are taken to match the spatio-temporal scale of the exposure to the 
outcome of interest; in combination these are considered to minimize negative impact on both 
the precision and accuracy of the health effects assessment [37, 38]. Research reaffirms the 
utility of using modeled exposures for health effects assessments [39].  
In the following chapters, improvements in air pollution exposure assessment methods and 
health effects assessments are developed and investigated.  I sought to create tools that had utility 
for improving air pollution exposure assessment. These tools, however, have wide applicability 
beyond the work presented here and can help to inform other areas of research.  Two exposure 
assessment chapters are presented. The first of these is focused on the creation of a national-level 
spatio-temporal air pollution exposure model.  During the development of the exposure model, it 
became evident that the data support for national-level air pollution exposure assessments could 
be improved. These improvements are illustrated in the second exposure chapter, which focuses 
on the development and evaluation of methods used to estimate traffic for air pollution exposure 
models. 
The fourth chapter pioneers a method for estimating the loss of life expectancy due to air 
pollution exposure. It uses the exposure models developed in Chapter 2. The health model 
represents a “proof of concept” approach to estimate exposure-response curves that describe the 
relationship between environmental exposures and time-to-event outcomes. It employs causal 
inference methods and machine-learning algorithms to identify and estimate the most likely 
exposure-response curve describing the years of lost life attributable to air pollution exposure.     
In Chapter 2, a spatio-temporal PM2.5 exposure model at the national scale is developed for 
the contiguous United States.  The model was created in an attempt to have an exposure tool that 
was able to describe both local and regional variability in PM2.5, to be assigned at the individual 
level.  It uses a hybrid approach to exploit the best qualities of different air pollution estimation 
techniques.  At its core, a land use regression model describes local variability with regional 
spatio-temporal fluctuation in exposure described by a Bayesian Maximum Entropy (BME) 
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interpolator.  For the land use regression (LUR), machine-learning methods were used, 
specifically the Deletion/Substitution/Addition (DSA) algorithm [40], to choose the best set of 
predictor covariates from a high-dimensional dataset.  Remote sensing is integrating into the 
LUR and contrasted against an LUR model that does not include remote sensing – and ultimately 
the combined hybrid model.  This was done in an attempt to identify the potential benefit of 
integrating remote sensing data within the LUR framework when limited data are available.  For 
the exposure model to have additional value outside of this research, national level estimates 
were made publicly available at the census tract level to inform health tracking programs and 
studies with ecologic design.  This work has been published in the peer reviewed journal 
Environmental Science and Technology 2013: 47(13), p 7233–7241 under the title, “A Hybrid 
Approach to Estimating National Scale Spatiotemporal Variability of PM2.5 in the Contiguous 
United States”. 
Chapter 3 is motivated by the need for accurate and appropriately scaled input data for traffic 
related air pollution exposure models.  Traffic-related emissions account for the single largest 
contributor to ambient PM2.5 [41].  In the model described in Chapter 2, traffic was an important 
predictor for local variability in PM2.5. Without an understanding of the distribution of traffic on 
road networks, air pollution exposure assessments attempting to describe the local variability 
exposure may introduce exposure misclassification that can bias or impede the estimation of 
health effects.  Methods are developed and presented – with examples – that estimate annual 
average daily traffic (AADT) along the road network structure from a small set of observed data.  
A program that implements local ordinary network kriging was developed for this work and is 
made publicly available on the Github repository under the BSD free software license to satisfy 
the ancillary goal of giving this work potential utility in other areas of research.  The network 
kriging results are cross validated internally and with external data to better understand their 
predictive capacity and compared with network-based inverse distance weighting interpolation.  
The network estimates are also compared against a separate traffic estimation method – 
previously used in other air pollution health effects research – to assess their marginal utility.   
Chapter 4 attempts to better understand the burden of disease due to air pollution in an 
individual cohort setting. This research uses the American Cancer Society (ACS) Cancer 
Prevention Study (CPS) II cohort, a study cohort that has previously been identified as important 
for evaluating the benefits of proposed public health regulations [42].  In earlier research, the 
WHO estimated that 1.3 million deaths per year worldwide were attributable to air pollution and 
800,000 of those were attributable to outdoor particulate pollution using exposure-response 
functions from the ACS study [43]. While current estimates put the burden of disease from 
outdoor air pollution much higher – 3.7 million [1, 44] – the importance of the ACS cohort for 
burden of disease and health effects assessments continues as the cohort is still actively followed 
through their life trajectory.  The rich covariate dataset in combination with the PM2.5 exposure 
model (described in Chapter 2) was used to develop “proof of concept” methods for estimating 
the exposure-response curve describing the years of life lost attributable to chronic ambient 
PM2.5 exposure. As other research reporting the shape of the exposure-response curve describing 
the PM to cardio-vascular outcome relationship found non-linear characteristics [27, 28, 45], this 
work employs machine-learning methods to identify the optimal functional form of this 
relationship for PM2.5 and IHD mortality.  The results presented here suggest non-linearity in 
accord with previous research. 
Finally, a discussion of the novel contributions and key findings are presented in Chapter 5.  
Further discussion is made on directions for future related research.    
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Chapter 2 
A hybrid approach to estimating national scale spatiotemporal variability of PM2.5 in 
the contiguous United States 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Epidemiologic studies aimed at estimating the health effects of ambient air pollution require 
exposure assessments that accurately describe the expected variability in the pollutant of interest.  
Air pollution varies at multiple spatiotemporal scales [46].  Spatially, this occurs at the local 
scale from immediate sources and over larger spatial areas from secondary reactions and 
transport mechanisms.  Temporally, the majority of variation in air pollution comes from 
changing traffic patterns and meteorological conditions.  Improving exposure assessment 
techniques to estimate this kind of variability is important for deriving defensible health effect 
estimates.  Potential misclassification in the expected spatiotemporal variability of the exposure 
will likely introduce bias in health effects estimation. Exposure misclassification is a critical 
concern for health researchers at any time [47] but especially when a large number of subjects 
reside across many metropolitan areas or states.  The ability to leverage statistical power from a 
large sample size will be reduced by exposure misclassification.  
Air pollution exposure models used to derive estimates for health studies fall into several 
classes: (1) nearest monitor value assignments [7, 48]; (2) weighted averages of proximate 
monitoring locations [49, 50]; (3) geostatistical methods such as kriging [4, 9];  (4) both 
Bayesian [51-54] and Non-Bayesian multivariate models [34, 55-57], which include land use 
regression; (5) point, line and area source dispersion models [31, 58]; (6) estimates derived from 
remote sensing data [35, 59]; and (7) hybrid approaches that may utilize two or more of the 
previously mentioned approaches [34, 35, 49]. Depending on the quality of the data support, 
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each of these different exposure assessment approaches may have varying levels of exposure 
misclassification.  Methods 1 to 3 are often employed when there are especially sparse 
monitoring networks over very large areas. The exposure misclassification in these kinds of 
exposure assessments can typically be classified as Berkson errors [60] because large groups of 
individuals, living near each other, may all receive the same or similar exposure values. This is 
unlikely to bias health effect estimates, but will reduce the power to detect an effect.  By their 
nature, these estimation methods fail to capture the multiple scales of variability inherent in 
traffic-related air pollution [35, 61]. In contrast, the other exposure modeling methods – while 
potentially able to estimate exposures at more resolved scales – are prone to random error that 
may bias the health effects estimates downward. 
As higher quality and quantity of point exposure observations become available, statistical 
techniques can be used to take advantage of assumed or observed dependencies in the data, and 
these methods may include auxiliary information. Techniques including both Bayesian [51-54, 
62] and non-Bayesian [34, 55-57, 61] multivariate statistics aim to estimate ambient air pollution 
exposure by deriving a set of relationships between auxiliary information and the pollutant of 
interest. In many cases, information about proximate land use, traffic and other contributing 
factors appear to be significant predictors of observed pollution levels. Models in this class are 
typically referred to as land use regression (LUR) [31]. These may [34, 54, 57, 61, 63, 64] or 
may not [52, 55, 56] account for spatiotemporal dependencies in the data. Baxter and colleagues 
[39] reaffirmed that creating refined air pollution exposure models using auxiliary data increases 
the power to detect health effects, when the auxiliary data is strongly correlated with the 
exposure of interest.     
Hybrid approaches attempt to combine the best qualities of the above mentioned methods.  
Most are implemented by using multivariate regression [49] or some form of generalized 
additive model [34, 35]. These hybrid approaches are particularly useful when the exposure may 
vary at multiple scales and no single method is capable of describing the expected variability. 
Building on previous air pollution exposure modeling efforts in California [65] we develop 
spatiotemporal models at the national scale to predict ambient PM2.5 for the purpose of 
estimating exposure at residential locations for health effects analyses. The model uses a hybrid 
approach that combines land use regression (LUR) and Bayesian maximum entropy (BME) 
interpolation.  As part of the hybridization approach – using the LUR – we integrated remote 
sensing estimates that used state-of-the-art atmospheric chemistry and transport models. The 
supplementary goal of this integration is to capture variability within the remote sensing grid cell 
using land use information as the remote sensing estimates are at a coarse resolution (~8.9 km). 
By introducing spatiotemporal interpolation of the residuals we aimed to predict on finer 
temporal scales than are typically available through LUR or remote sensing methods alone. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Monthly PM2.5 data preparation for the United States 
The raw PM2.5 data were acquired from the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)’s 
Air Quality System (AQS) and included only measurements from Federal Reference Method 
(FRM) monitors over the period January 1999 through December 2008. After processing the 
monitoring data, there were a total of 1,464 PM2.5 monitoring locations across the contiguous 
United States. As these were government monitors, there tended to be slight under-representation 
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of near traffic environments, but there was good representation of most other environments 
where study subjects likely reside for our secondary health effects analysis (see Appendix A.1). 
The dataset was partitioned into a training set for model-fitting purposes and a cross-
validation dataset using a uniform random variable procedure in Stata (Stata Corp, College 
Station, TX) (see Appendix A.1). A purely random method, i.e., non-stratified or unconditional, 
was used to ensure that cross-validated performance measures were representative over the entire 
study area. The training dataset included 1,317 monitors with 93641 monthly observations; the 
cross-validation dataset included about 10% of the data, or 147 monitors with 10,531 monthly 
observations. 
 
Land use, traffic and remotely sensed data 
Prior to the beginning of the analysis, we decided that for any given class of LUR input data 
(i.e. land use, road network, traffic, etc), that all spatial data was completely represented over the 
contiguous United States and came from a sole source.  For example, land use data sourced from 
different municipalities would not be combined to create a larger land use dataset. This was 
meant to ensure consistency in the classification and regression parameter estimates.  While 
these criteria limited the variety of potential covariates, it ensured our ability to provide 
predictions at any location over the contiguous United States. 
 
Generation of land use data 
Land use data were based on United States Geological Survey (USGS) National Land Cover 
Database (NLCD) for 2001. The original 20 classes were aggregated into the following seven 
categories: agricultural, barren, all developed land, high-density development, green space, 
water, and wetland.  Measures of land use proximate to the monitor were derived with Euclidean 
buffers of sizes: 100, 200, 300, 400, 500, and 1000 meters.  
 
PM2.5 estimates derived from remotely sensed data 
Ground-level concentrations of PM2.5 were estimated using satellite atmospheric composition 
data combined with local, coincident scaling factors from a chemical transport model[66]. 
Specifically, PM2.5 estimates were derived from aerosol optical depth (AOD) data from the Terra 
satellite, in combination with output from GEOS-Chem simulations to estimate the relationship 
between aerosol optical depth over the atmospheric column and ground-level PM2.5 [59]. PM2.5 
was estimated at a 0.1 × 0.1-degree resolution. These were later projected into a Euclidean space 
using the Albers projection.  The resulting grid resolution was approximately 8.9km × 8.9km. 
These estimates of PM2.5 represent an average over the period 2001-2006; this ensured sufficient 
observations for stable estimation.  Remote sensing estimates were integrated into the LUR 
method as a potential covariate. 
 
Generation of traffic counts for roadways 
Although actual traffic on a particular road segment is determined by a wide variety of 
factors, many of which cannot be captured by available geographic information systems (GIS) 
layers, we have developed weights that can be applied to road segments near air monitoring 
locations. To develop these weights we used more than 1.2 million spot traffic counts obtained 
from the Traffic Metrix dataset, purchased from MPSI (Tulsa, Oklahoma, US) limited to the 
years 1991-2009. Weights were assigned as the median count within a broad category of road 
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type (i.e., expressway, major road, local road, etc.) stratified by the following classifications: 
urban, urban county, urban county size of population, rural county and rural county size of 
population. This enabled us to calculate traffic-weighted road density for those monitoring 
locations within the same set of Euclidean buffers used for the estimation of proximate land use 
(see Appendix A.2). 
Traffic weights showed good large-area correspondence with traffic counts.  Within the 
larger buffer sizes, i.e., 500 m and 1000 m, the Spearman correlation between the estimated 
traffic weights and the Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) traffic data were 0.87 and 
0.91, respectively [67].  
 
Modeling approach overview 
We used a multi-stage modeling strategy that included LUR and BME interpolation. In the 
first stage, we constructed the LUR model attributing measures of surrounding traffic, land use, 
and other auxiliary data to predict the PM2.5 based on their empirical relationships. We expected 
that the LUR method alone would be insufficient to describe the variability in the space-time 
domain, as we were modeling spatiotemporal data and the LUR model only included spatial data.  
To capture the residual spatiotemporal variation, we then employed the BME methodology in the 
second stage. The BME theory, methodological characteristics, and computational techniques are 
discussed in detail elsewhere [68-71]. The BME technique interpolated the LUR spatiotemporal 
residuals using the expected distribution of the predicted values as prior information to inform 
the prediction.  The 'residual surface' describes the spatiotemporal variability of the pollution 
estimates that could not be described by the LUR model.  The final predicted estimate of PM2.5 
has the following form: 
 
ܩ෠ሺݏ, ݐሻ ൌ Ψ൫ࡸሺݏሻ൯ ൅ ܤ ቀ തܱሺݏ, ݐሻ െ Ψ൫ࡸሺݏሻ൯ቁ (1)
 
where the estimator of PM2.5, Ĝ, is indexed at location s, in Euclidean space, at time t by ordinal 
month;  the basis function Ψ describes the land use regression function containing the subset of 
land use measures L used to estimate PM2.5 at location s. The BME interpolator error model B, at 
location s and time t, is estimated as a function of the set of observations Ō, near s at time t, that 
are be used to estimate at location s as specified by the BME covariance estimator.  
 
Machine learning for land use regression 
Under the framework of the LUR methodology, we employed a machine learning approach 
using the Deletion/Substitution/Addition algorithm (DSA) [72] when selecting the LUR models. 
DSA uses an aggressive covariate search algorithm to fit a generalized linear model, with 
polynomial basis functions, predicated entirely on the power of cross-validation (CV) to select 
the best predictive model. The CV method used for this research has been shown to have optimal 
properties when applied to the selection of prediction models [73].  This method attempts to 
minimize the CV risk, where the CV risk is the v-fold CV mean squared error.  Details on the 
implementation of this method are contained in Appendix A.3. Two different model 
configurations were run using this method.  The first configuration allowed the DSA to choose 
amongst all of the auxiliary data and included traffic, land use and remote sensing; the second 
did not include remote sensing.  
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Bayesian maximum entropy methods 
This exposure modeling method relies on BME and its numerical implementation, BMElib 
[68, 74, 75], to describe the residual spatiotemporal variability. BME is a non-linear estimator 
and integrates several important components of information: (i) composite space-time metrics 
(space/time analysis rather than purely spatial or purely temporal); (ii) data fluctuation (noise); 
(iii) data uncertainty (i.e., inaccurately modeled data, extrapolation, stochastic empirical laws, 
missing records, disaggregation or downscaling, and measurement errors); and (iv) secondary 
information correlated with a primary variable in a mathematically rigorous and unified manner. 
It derives spatial regression techniques involving ordinary, simple, and intrinsic kriging as its 
limiting cases under restrictive assumptions about spatial or temporal correlation structures, 
types of data, and mean trend models considered. In addition, it deals with rationally non-
stationary mapping situations and incorporates higher order statistical moments, (i.e., skewness) 
modeling even the coincidence of extreme events. Additional description of the methods is 
outlined in Appendix A.4. Similar to kriging, the covariance is estimated from the observations.  
Details of the general form of the model in this research are provided below: 
 
ܿ݋ݒሺݎ ൌ |ݏ െ ݏ′|, ߬ ൌ |ݐ െ ݐ′|ሻ
ൌ ܿଵ݁
ିଷ௥
௔ೝభ ݁
ିଷఛ
௔೟భ ൅ ܿଶ݁
ିଷ௥ം
௔ೝమ ݁
ିଷఛ
௔೟మ ൅ ܿଷ݁
ିଷ௥మ
௔ೝయమ cos ൬2ߨ߬ܽ௧ଷ ൰ ൅ ܿସ݁
ିଷ௥
௔ೝర
sin ቀ2ߨ߬ܽ௧ସ ቁ2ߨ߬
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(2)
 
where, s=location of observation of interest, s'=a proximate location to s, t=time point of interest, 
t'=proximate time point, ci and ari/ti are coefficients to be estimates from the data and γ is a 
scaling factor which differs between the two model configurations.  
 
RESULTS 
Land use regression of PM2.5 
The distribution of the PM2.5 measurements for the USA did not appear to be very skewed, so 
untransformed observations were modeled. The cross-validation risk plots (Figure 1) show the 
expected prediction error for each of the best models chosen by DSA as a function of model size.  
This plot illustrates that as the two models grow in size by the number of covariates, a point 
exists where an increase in model size does not increase predictive capacity.  We chose models 
that maximize prediction and minimize complexity even if there appeared to be a small increase 
in predictive capacity as reported by the estimate of the cross-validated risk. In the model 
including remote sensing, after inclusion of three variables (i.e., remote sensing squared, remote 
sensing cubed and developed land at 200 m) there was minimal gain by including more (see 
Figure 1 and Table 1 for model results).  For the model without remote sensing, there is little 
gain after the inclusion of two variables (i.e., traffic at 1000 m and green space at 100 m raised to  
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the third power). The average cross-
validated risks of the chosen LUR models 
with and without remote sensing are 18.25 
and 22.44, respectively. 
The models chosen by the DSA 
conform to the assumption of 
homoscedastic errors; the errors appear to 
be close to normally distributed (results not 
shown). Given these results, the standard 
errors reported in Table 1 are likely to be 
plausible.   
   
 
 
 
Table 1: Summary model estimates for the two LUR models 
Configuration 
Variables  Coef. 
Robust 
Std. Err.  z  P>z*  [95% Conf. Interval] 
With Remote 
Sensing 
(Remote Sensing PM2.5)2  0.0701  0.0030  23.37  0.0000  0.064  0.076 
(Remote Sensing PM2.5)3  ‐0.0024  1.31E‐04  ‐18.69  0.0000  ‐0.003  ‐0.002 
Developed Land ‐ Acres [200 m]  0.0404  0.0061  6.62  0.0000  0.028  0.052 
Intercept  5.9251  0.2222  26.66  0.0000  5.490  6.361 
Without 
Remote Sensing 
Traffic Weighted Rds (Veh.‐km) [1000 m]  1.06E‐04  1.37E‐05  7.72  0.0000  7.9E‐05  1.3E‐04 
(Green space ‐ Acres [100 m])3  ‐0.0049  9.90E‐04  ‐4.92  0.0000  ‐0.007  ‐0.003 
Intercept  11.3593  0.1465  77.56  0.0000  11.072  11.646 
* p‐values reported as 0.0000 are less than 0.00005 
 
Bayesian maximum entropy estimation of spatiotemporal residuals 
Table 2 reports the estimated parameters of the covariance functions for the residuals of the 
two LUR models. The parameter cx represents a covariance-scaling coefficient; arx and atx are the 
range coefficients representing the scale of autocorrelation in space and time, respectively. We 
identified a phase shift in the temporal periodicity for observations on east and west coasts. It 
was determined that this was inconsequential to the estimation process as the largest average 
covariance weighted distance of the range parameters was less than 2000km. This indicated that 
there would be very little influence from observations on opposite coasts. 
Table 2: Parameter estimates for covariance functions of BME estimators 
With Remote Sensing [γ = 1] Without Remote Sensing [γ = 2] 
Parameter 
subscript [x]  cx 
arx
(km) 
atx
(months)  cx
arx
(km) 
atx 
(months) 
1  8.2415  120  1  7.1354  70  1 
2 4.9449 5500 5000 8.9192 1900 6000 
3 2.5640 1500 12 3.1217 700 12 
4 2.5640 1500 12 3.1217 700 12 
 
Given the smallest range in the covariance estimators was 70 km (Table 2: model without 
remote sensing), we decided that BME models would be predicted at the same grid resolution 
and receptor locations as the remote sensing data (i.e., approximately 8.9 km grids). This was 
done, in part, for spatial consistency in the input and output datasets.  The large range in the 
Figure 1: Cross-validation risk plots as a function of model size 
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covariance estimator was also indicative of large-area structure that would not benefit from a 
highly resolved prediction grid.  
Results from the BME analysis showed that the model residuals were fit well by the BME 
approach (see Appendix A.5).  Online materials show plots of the DSA model residuals versus 
the BME estimated residuals at the 8.9km resolution grid based on 93,486 observations.  
 
Combined LUR-BME predictions, fit and cross-validation 
The LUR-BME estimates are the sum of the DSA derived LUR model estimates and the 
BME estimates of the residuals.  This section describes results of both how well the LUR-BME 
approach fit the observations used during the model-training phase and how well it predicted on 
the ten percent reserved cross-validation dataset.  Mean squared error (MSE) in addition to R2 
and normalized R2 (denoted as normR2 in Table 3) are reported as measures of model fit and 
predictive capacity. As the LUR model is cross-sectional in nature, while the observed data is 
longitudinal, the R2 value is unable to quantify how well the LUR model describes the chronic 
exposure trend in the data. Therefore, we generated a by-site mean model which perfectly 
predicts the monitoring site mean — the best possible result given the limitations of the LUR 
framework as applied to this research.  The R2 of the by-site mean model is used as the standard 
to compare the R2. Normalized R2 values are R2 values for the LUR models divided by the R2 of 
the by-site mean model: 
 
normܴଶ ൌ ܴ
ଶ
By‐site	mean	model ܴଶ (3)
 
The fit of the combined LUR-BME model performed very well.  There was a substantial 
reduction in residual error indicating the residual error from the DSA models had spatiotemporal 
structure. 
 
Table 3: Mean squared error (MSE) estimates for different modeling configurations with both the training 
and cross-validation datasets 
Model  Obs.  MSE  R2  normR2 
All data  PM2.5 [Variance]  104172  23.02  ‐‐‐  ‐‐‐ 
PM2.5 remote sensing [raw values]  104172  18.67  0.19  0.46 
Training dataset 
LUR with remote sensing  93641  18.26  0.21  0.51 
LUR‐BME with remote sensing  93641  0.39  0.98  ‐‐‐ 
LUR without remote sensing  93641  22.26  0.03  0.08 
LUR‐BME without remote sensing  93641  0.43  0.98  ‐‐‐ 
All data (PM2.5 < 35.7)  PM2.5 [Variance]  104037  21.79  ‐‐‐  ‐‐‐ 
Training dataset with 
high PM2.5 values 
removed (PM2.5 < 35.7) 
LUR with remote sensing  93506  16.97  0.22  0.54 
LUR‐BME with remote sensing  93506  0.39  0.98  ‐‐‐ 
LUR without remote sensing  93506  20.95  0.04  0.09 
LUR‐BME without remote sensing  93506  0.42  0.98  ‐‐‐ 
Cross‐validation 
dataset 
LUR with remote sensing  10531  15.91  0.27  0.63 
LUR‐BME with remote sensing  10531  4.63  0.79  ‐‐‐ 
LUR without remote sensing  10531  20.77  0.05  0.11 
LUR‐BME without remote sensing  10531  4.63  0.79  ‐‐‐ 
 
A large reduction in MSE (seen in Table 3) is observed on the data fit for the LUR-BME 
model. See Figure A.5.2 in Appendix A.5 for supplemental plots of the model fits. Unlike the 
noticeable difference in MSE between the two configurations for the LUR models where the 
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suspended particulate locations that were calibrated from 25 PM2.5 monitors.  For NO2, there 
were 120 monitoring locations, and 187 locations were available for O3.  This small number of 
monitors raises the possibility of insufficient data support to inform predictions over large areas.   
While these models represent substantial contributions to the literature, our models represent 
an advance in several important ways. First, our model is informed by 1464 monitoring locations 
that were used for model calibration and cross-validation.  Second, none of the existing national 
models used actual traffic data, but relied on basic road networks or deterministic distance 
estimates to inform predictions for fine-scale variation. In our model we derived national traffic 
coverage from more than 1.2 million actual traffic counts, and these data significantly improved 
the fit of the model and the capacity of the model to predict fine-scale variation. Third, we 
introduced a machine-learning method that prevents over-fitting and derives the best prediction 
using an aggressive search algorithm. We recently implement DSA at the state level in California 
to predict fine-scale variability in NO2 and PM2.5 [65]; the research presented here has 
generalized its application to the national scale.  Beyond the California model, our new modeling 
framework also allows for a flexible incorporation of the space-time dimensions so predictions 
can easily be made by the month in a theoretically sound manner. In sum, our model represents 
an advance because of the high level of data support, the innovative means of model selection, 
and the theoretically informed framework for integrating the space-time dimensions of the 
prediction. 
When compared to the 2-stage approach implemented by Liu and others [35] across the state 
of Massachusetts our results of a CV-R2 = 0.79 are in part similar to theirs, where they reported 
CV-R2 = 0.78 for their model using remotely sensed data.  However, in their model that did not 
use remote sensing, CV-R2 = 0.46.  As their research was estimating daily concentrations, 
differences in the study design make the results not entirely comparable. There also exists the 
possibility that spatiotemporal dependency across the nation may appear more stable and 
predictable than at the state scale. However, the combined results suggest that the framework of 
combining land use, remote sensing and spatial models in a 2-stage approach is effective for 
predicting observed PM2.5 across multiple spatial and temporal scales.  
At the national scale, a LUR type model alone is insufficient to describe the complex 
spatiotemporal variability in ambient PM2.5. Here, only a small explanation of the spatial 
variability resulted from the first stage of the modeling. In the model with remote sensing, 
developed space was included.  The model without remote sensing included a traffic and green 
space variable. Even though DSA selected variables that are ‘best’ predictors with no a priori 
specification on the direction of association, their estimated coefficients are intuitively congruent 
with our expectation of how they behave in the environment. Developed space and traffic act as 
sources of pollution (positive coefficient), while green space possesses below average pollution 
(negative coefficient). The apparent predictive capacity of the model configuration without 
remote sensing is small – the CV-R2 is 0.05 – these results are in agreement with our 
understanding of primary on-road emissions where they contribute to only 3% of the overall 
ambient variability in PM2.5[79]. Notwithstanding their small influence on the observed 
variability of PM2.5, primary emissions such as fine particle, ultrafine particles, specific metals, 
and elemental carbon may be responsible for a large portion of the observed health impacts [80].  
This adds to the importance of ensuring that these components of the ambient air pollution mix 
are described in exposure assessment tools intended for health effects assessments.  The maps in 
Figure 3 illustrate the difference in the fine scale variability of PM2.5 when remote sensing is not 
part of the model. The LUR models without remote sensing data includes traffic estimates that 
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allow for prediction of PM2.5 at scales much finer than either the remote sensing alone or the 
BME interpolator; this may be describing the portion of the air pollution mixture of interest to 
health researchers.  Additionally, the BME method implicitly accounts for the resulting effects of 
meteorology and secondary transport that were not possible in other ways for this analysis. 
A main assertion of this research was that after accounting for local scale variation, the residual 
variation would operate over larger areas. The range of the estimated covariance for the BME 
models indicates this long-range effect.  When compared against research that used the BME 
method to interpolate observed PM2.5 in a dataset nearly identical to that used here, but did not 
use auxiliary data [81], spatial dependence on the small scale was 20 km.  The models presented 
here show the residual spatial dependence to operate at between 70 km and 120 km at the small 
scales.  This is consistent with the premise that LUR would capture variability on a smaller 
spatial scale and the remaining spatial variability would have larger scale structure.  
Limitations in auxiliary data used for the LUR models are likely responsible for their 
restricted predictive capacity.   These limitations are a function of the cross-sectional nature of 
the land use, remote sensing and available traffic data.  Although all data used here represent the 
best available information, they provided only a snapshot of these environmental contributors.  
Additionally, during the derivation of the traffic data, it was identified that the traffic-weighted 
estimates were likely descriptive of larger spatial scale variability in traffic and not necessarily 
the expected local traffic conditions.  Still, given these limitations, the results appear to suggest 
that our LUR modeling efforts were effective in predicting the intended scale of variability 
consistent with our understanding of exposures of interest for health effects analyses.  Remote 
sensing supplied important predictive information as shown by its selection by DSA, but the 
spatial resolution is coarse. The BME interpolation predicted the residual spatiotemporal 
variability very well, but the interpolation is influenced by the topology and density of the 
network. Over-smoothing of the estimates may happen where the network is sparse; this is 
typically where few people reside.  
Given the highly predictive results, we expect that our estimates will have utility for public 
health and environmental science researchers. To facilitate use, temporal exposures (monthly) 
will be made available at census tracts representing the exposure at the centroids for both models 
with and without remote sensing (see Appendix A.7).  
Future work should be directed towards refining the data inputs for the land use regression 
model that describe both local traffic and temporal variability in contributing environmental and 
land use factors.  Opportunities to improve the accuracy of the remote sensing estimates should 
be pursued.  In addition, downscaling the remote sensing estimates merits further investigation. 
Finally, explicit comparisons of the hybrid approach to other large-area exposure models in 
health effects modeling may help to understand the marginal benefit of including auxiliary data 
at multiple scales over purely in-situ or remotely sensed models. 
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Chapter 3 
Network kriging for local estimation of annual average daily traffic in Alameda and Los 
Angeles Counties, California, USA 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Automobile traffic is increasing globally, particularly in newly industrializing countries with 
large populations [1].  Exposure to local traffic often carries substantial health risks, including: 
elevated morbidity and mortality from traffic-related air pollution and noise; dangers of injuries 
to drivers, pedestrians and cyclists; and physical inactivity and obesity [2, 3].  Obtaining accurate 
estimates of traffic is therefore important for studying the numerous health risks. Deriving 
estimates of traffic is difficult because of complex variation over small areas, lack of data 
support, and computational intensity. To date, most studies conducted on the health effects 
associated with traffic have relied on proxies or incomplete estimates of traffic flow.  This is 
especially of concern in California where little complete traffic data are available publicly.    
Although ubiquitous in populated areas [1], the distribution of traffic along roads, which are 
part of networks, creates complex analytical challenges. In many cases, measures of traffic 
exposure in health models are simplified because of the difficulty in acquiring reliable complete 
data. One of the simplest is a proximity measure called the road buffer [4] – if a subject satisfies 
a proximity-criteria to a predetermined set of roads, this would constitute a status of increased 
exposure. This type of simple measure, however, fails to capture differences in the exposure 
gradient related to local levels of traffic.  
One means by which to create complete traffic estimates, describing local traffic conditions, 
is to use a prediction modeling approach.   A limited number of observations are used to calibrate 
a model that is then applied to estimate traffic at locations without observations. Yet a deficiency 
in many of these modeling approaches is that they fail to capture the spatio-temporal scale and 
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variability of interest, that is, traffic patterns at the local scale over longer periods of time (one 
year or more).  
A variety of approaches have been implemented for estimating traffic at unmeasured 
locations.  All of the methods either miss the spatio-temporal scale of interest for chronic health 
effect models or are pragmatically intractable for health-effects researchers. These methods 
include fuzzy-neural networks [5, 6], ordered logistic regression [7], multivariate non-parametric 
regression [8] and four-step origin-destination (OD) model [9, 10].  The fuzzy-neural network 
method is an elegant approach typically used for estimating local diurnal patterns; however, 
application of these methods to large areas would be prohibitive due to computational 
requirements and data availability.  Ordered logistic regression estimates categorical levels of 
traffic informed by observations over large areas and thereby misses local variability that is of 
interest to health researchers.  Other regression approaches or similar non-parametric methods 
are easily implemented and prior research suggests they perform adequately at estimating traffic 
levels averaged over larger areas [11].  In general, though, regression approaches lack the 
capacity to account for local spatial variability not captured with traditional variables used in 
linear or non-linear models.   
The origin-destination or activity-based traffic model is an arguably superior modeling 
strategy in the sense of its potential precision in estimating traffic at the local spatial scale and at 
nearly any time scale – with exceptional performance expected when estimating disaggregated 
exposures at the local-level for health impact assessments [12].   In spite of these optimal 
properties, it is a non-viable option for most research.  During the urban trip planning process 
(the preliminary step of OD/activity based modeling), a great deal of detailed data, including 
detailed survey data about travel behaviors, mode of travel, and destinations, needs to be 
collected that is typically unavailable in larger study areas.  Without these data, the defensibility 
of OD/activity based traffic estimates decreases substantially. The work presented here 
implements practical methods to solve the problem of estimating traffic on large complex road 
networks at a spatio-temporal scale appropriate for chronic health effects research. 
To estimate local spatial variability of annual average daily traffic (AADT), a local ordinary 
network kriging interpolation, similar to that implemented by Chua and colleagues [13], is 
developed and applied to two study areas in California, USA – Alameda County and Los 
Angeles County.  Kriging is a weighted averaging interpolation technique where the weights are 
determined by a prior known or estimated covariance based on the expected or observed spatial 
autocorrelation. Under some reasonable assumptions, kriging is the best linear unbiased predictor 
(BLUP) [14]. Chua and others applied kriging to the network structure for electronic network 
communications traffic; they were able to show that these BLUP properties held on a network; 
and furthermore, they showed that bias and prediction error dropped off quickly with only a 
nominal number of measured edges on a network [13]. Given that only a small fraction of traffic-
links have observed traffic levels in most available traffic datasets and only a minimal number of 
observations are necessary to get a BLUP, network kriging becomes an appealing option for 
local estimation of AADT.  In addition to network kriging, estimates from the less sophisticated 
inverse distance weighting (IDW) network interpolation method is presented as comparison. 
There have only been two other studies to use any form of network kriging on a non-
dendritic network [13, 15]. Dendritic networks are best illustrated by rivers where branches of 
the river connect to main tributaries and eventually drain into one main body.  In contrast, non-
dendritic networks do not necessarily pool due to some attracting force with all links being 
directionally defined.  The work by Chua et al. [13], used a very small network – only 30 links – 
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at the same link. Differences in traffic at these collocated links were regressed against the 
differences in the year to get a linear adjustment coefficient. All Dynamap traffic was then scaled 
to the year 2009 – the most recent year in TrafficMetrix.  Second, it was used as a cross-
validation dataset at locations that were not used in the temporal calibration or at Dynamap 
locations used for the estimation of traffic.  
The working traffic datasets consisted of 1009 observed traffic counts on 17,592 links in 
Alameda County and 6407 traffic points on 88,826 road links in Los Angeles County.  The 
TrafficMetrix cross-validation dataset consisted of 862 and 9938 traffic points in Alameda 
County and Los Angeles, respectively.  Temporal calibration was conducted with the 
TrafficMetrix cross-validation dataset to adjust the traffic to the year 2009, as done with the 
Dynamap data.  
 
Local network kriging 
As currently there is no commercially available program to implement interpolation methods 
on network structures using GIS data, we developed a custom network interpolation program in 
Python 2.7.  The program leveraged functionality from the Python package Networkx [19] 
developed at Los Alamo National Laboratory.  This package contains a large number of utilities 
to analyze and manipulate graph/network objects.  
Kriging can be sub-divided into three steps: (1) determination of the spatial relationships 
between observations; (2) estimation of the spatial dependency structure, as described by the 
semi-variance or covariance; and (3) estimation of the expected value at an unmeasured location 
using the previously determined covariance weights and available observations in the kriging 
equation.  In Cartesian space – where kriging is typically implemented – the spatial dependency 
structure in (2), described above, is a function of the straight-line distance between a given set of 
points.   On a network, distance is a little more abstruse, especially if the unit of interest is an 
edge on the network and not a node.  With nodes, the shortest distance along the network can be 
easily defined as the point-to-point distance.  When the edges are of interest, arbitrarily 
determining where the beginning and end of the distance is measured becomes less defensible.  
By making the assumption that any traffic that enters a link must exit the link we can simplify 
the distance measure as the ‘number of link separations’.  This then allows the translation of the 
steps, above, (1) and (2) from Cartesian space to the network with Cartesian distance replaced by 
link separation on the network. 
The first step of interpolating along the network – describing the network structure – requires 
the construction of a connectivity/adjacency matrix for the line graph.  The Networkx package is 
capable of reading in the road network shapefile as they visually appear.  That is, lines are read 
in as edges and the ends of a straight-line segment are interpreted as nodes, but this posed two 
problems.  First, complex road link structures (those with bends or curves) needed to be 
simplified to straight lines with only a beginning and end node.  If the network were not 
simplified, the matrix representation would have included additional entries representing 
individual segments from a single multi-segment edge, which would have overestimated the 
link-to-link separation.  ArcGIS 10.0 (Redlands, CA) was used to identify the beginning and 
ending of a line and remove all other superfluous digitizing vertices.  No changes to the 
fundamental spatial relationships between unique road links occurred due to this operation.  
Second, and most importantly, the adjacency matrix for a shapefile read in by Networkx is 
defined for the nodes and not the edges.  
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The Networkx package was also able to derive the incidence matrix for the shapefile 
network, and we were able to derive the adjacency matrix for the line graph from the following 
theorem: 
 
ܣ൫ܮሺܩሻ൯ ൌ ܤሺܩሻ்ܤሺܩሻ െ 2ܫ௤ (1)
 
where the adjacency matrix of the line graph A(L(G)), is a function of the incidence matrix 
of the node graph B(G) and the identity matrix of Iq with dimension q, where q is the length of 
the diagonal of  ܤሺܩሻ்ܤሺܩሻ.   
To speed up computation and reduce memory size requirements, most matrices were stored 
in, and operated on in, sparse matrix format.   As an illustration for this requirement, if the road 
network had 500,000 links (a reasonable size for a state or region of the United States) the 
minimum matrix representation would be 500,0002 = 2.5 x 1011 bits.  This equates to 
approximately 31.25 gigabytes.  A similarly sized road network stored in sparse matrix format 
could be up to 3 orders of magnitude smaller, ~30 megabytes.  The former is too large for most 
desktop computers to accommodate, while the latter is small enough to allow for efficient data 
access and computation on almost any modern personal computer. 
The second step in kriging on the network is the estimation of the dependency structure of 
the data. One fundamental assumption about how traffic would operate on the network with 
respect to distance was made; that is, traffic was conserved.  In reality, only rarely would a 
vehicle that entered a link not exit it as the estimates were representative of an annual average 
per day.  This assumption allowed us to conceive of distance as a quantized measure with traffic 
traveling along complete unit links. And in this way, the degree of distance, i.e., number of links 
away, defined the dependency structure.  When defining the quantized distances between any 
pair of points, only the minimum number of edges between given locations was used to 
determine the distance in spite of the potential for actual shorter driving routes.  This was done as 
calculating the real-world shortest driving route between edges for every edge would have been 
computationally prohibitive, both for the covariance, and later for the estimation of the kriging 
weights for a relatively large network.  In addition, the quantized measure of distance potentially 
allows for the direct use of the empirical covariance instead of a parametric model 
approximation.   The network kriging program allowed for parametric estimates of the 
covariance as would be used for kriging in Cartesian space.  Three of the commonly used 
parametric models are implemented in the program (exponential, Gaussian, and spherical, see 
equations 2-4) and fit with the Numpy non-linear least squares algorithm.  
 
Exponential:      ܥሺ݄ሻ ൌ ቊߪଶ expቀെ݄ ߮ൗ ቁ , ݄ ൐ 0
߬ଶ ൅ ߪଶ, ݄ ൌ 0
 (2)
 
Gaussian:      ܥሺ݄ሻ ൌ ൝ߪଶ exp ൬െቀ݄ ߮ൗ ቁ
ଶ൰ , ݄ ൐ 0
߬ଶ ൅ ߪଶ, ݄ ൌ 0
 (3)
 
 Spherical:      ܥሺ݄ሻ ൌ ൝ߪଶ exp ൬െቀ݄ ߮ൗ ቁ
ଶ൰ , ݄ ൐ 0
߬ଶ ൅ ߪଶ, ݄ ൌ 0
 (4)
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Here C(h) represents the covariance as a function of the link-to-link separation distance h and 
ߪଶis the partial sill.  The partial sill is the difference between the actual covariance at zero 
separation – the variance – and the parametric estimate of the covariance at zero separation.  The 
difference between the partial sill and the variance is the nugget effect.  Theoretically this should 
zero, but can be attributable to measurement or sampling error, and is commonly observed in 
spatial covariogram estimation.   The parameter ߮ is a scaling factor.  See Appendix B.2 for 
discussion on ensuring that the covariance matrix is positive-semidefinite when the network 
routing matrix has reduced rank. 
The third and final step is to derive kriging estimates by using the observations estimated 
covariance function through the kriging equation (5) and (6).  For this analysis we implement a 
form of local ordinary network kriging that limited the maximum number of observations used 
for any estimation point to those within a separation distance no larger than the range of the 
covariogram. The range of a covariogram is the distance where there appears to be little to no 
change in the covariance with increasing distance. We implement this kind of local kriging 
because the overarching objective of this study was to derive local estimates of traffic.  If we 
were to have implemented global kriging, the estimates would likely have been regressed 
towards the mean in areas with insufficient data. We use the local kriging estimator to build out 
the estimates of traffic by iterating the estimator over the network until sufficient data – albeit 
estimated data – were available.  By this, we are able to populate the network with traffic values 
based on the nearest local conditions and preserve some of the expected sub-regional variability 
where observations were sparse.  Local kriging also provided the ancillary benefit of being 
computationally less intensive.   
Our kriging estimator takes the form of a weighted sum, 
 
መܼሺݔ଴ሻ ൌ ∑ ݓ௜ሺݔ଴ሻ௞௜ୀଵ ܼሺݔ௜ሻ  (5)
 
where the weights ݓ௜for the estimate መܼ at location ݔ଴ using nearby observations ܼሺݔ௜ሻ. The 
weights are determined from the typical ordinary kriging system: 
 
൤ ෡ܹߩ ൨ ൌ ൦
ܿሺݔଵ, ݔଵሻ⋮
…
⋱ ܿሺݔଵ, ݔ௞ሻ⋮
1
⋮
ܿሺݔ௞, ݔଵሻ1
…
… ܿሺݔ௞, ݔ௞ሻ1
1
0
൪
ିଵ
൦
ܿሺݔ଴, ݔଵሻ⋮
ܿሺݔ଴, ݔ௞ሻ1
൪  (6)
 
where ෡ܹ  is the vector of estimated weights based on the linear system of estimated covariance 
values between locations ܿሺݔଵ, ݔଵሻ.  The estimate ߩ is a Lagrangian multiplier used to ensure un-
biasedness. 
To further enforce the local quality of the estimator, a restriction is set on the maximum 
number of observations used for its estimation. We set the minimum number of observations to 
three and maximum number to 12.  To fulfill this criterion, the program incrementally searched 
through the network by increasing link separation to identify the observations up to the 
covariogram range distance.  During the incremental process if the search exceeded the 12 
observations maximum, from a previous iteration with only 11 observations or less, all of the 
observations were kept. 
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Inverse distance weighting interpolation 
IDW is an interpolation technique that uses weighted means to estimate at unobserved 
locations using nearby observations.  Unlike in kriging, there are no constraints as to the values 
of the weights and therefore the estimation formula follows the typical weighted mean, 
 
෠ܳሺݔ଴ሻ ൌ
∑ ଵ ௗ೔ൗ ௫೔
ೖ೔సభ
∑ ଵ ௗ೔ൗ
ೖ೔సభ
  (7)
 
where the IDW estimate ෠ܳ  at location ݔ଴ is the weighted mean of proximate observations ݔ௜, 
weighted by their distance, ݀௜, to ݔ଴. 
To maintain similarity in the estimators for comparison between IDW and kriging, the same 
restrictions on the minimum and maximum number of observations is implemented as for 
kriging (see above). 
 
Model evaluation 
Model evaluation is conducted using cross-validation (CV) methods.  Two types of cross-
validation are employed.  The first is v-fold CV; this evaluation approach is substantively 
attractive. Decisions made with regard to model performance when evaluated with v-fold CV 
asymptotically converge to the best model from a group of potential models[20].  This is 
especially useful when comparing different modeling specifications or frameworks. To explain 
v-fold CV, it is a process whereby the data are partitioned into a number v training datasets, 
known as folds.  At each of v-steps, v-1 folds are used to train a model and the remaining fold is 
used as a CV prediction dataset. This is repeated v-times until every fold has been used as a CV 
dataset.  The CV prediction errors are typically evaluated using the L2-loss function, which is the 
expectation of the squared v-fold CV prediction error from every observation.  This could 
otherwise be thought of as the CV mean squared error.  
The second CV method is applied in the TrafficMetrix dataset, were Dynamap derived 
interpolation estimates are compared against collocated TrafficMetrix observations. An 
additional evaluation is conducted where we compare interpolation estimates against median 
traffic estimates based on strata of Dynamap data stratified by road type and community.  This is 
similar to methods used in other research [21]. This final comparison is meant to illustrate the 
marginal benefit of using these interpolation methods when compared to basic measures of 
central tendency by road category, which has been used in previous research [21-23].  
Python code used to run both the local network kriging and local network IDW interpolation 
is made available in Appendix C and for download through the GitHub website:  
 
https://github.com/b-beckerman/network-kriging 
 
RESULTS 
Data summary and temporal calibration results 
The two study areas have similar levels of data coverage in the dataset used for creating 
modeled estimates (Dynamap).  In Alameda County, 5.7% of the links had observed traffic, 
while Los Angeles County has slightly more, with 7.2% of links containing traffic data.  Overall, 
Los Angeles has higher mean traffic levels and higher variability, as measured by the sample 
variance, than Alameda (Table 1).  A similar pattern is seen in the TrafficMetrix dataset where 
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suggesting that there is good correspondence between the two datasets when viewed in 
combination with the R2 results.  
Table 4: Cross-validation regression correspondence results with TrafficMetrix data 
Model  Estimate  Std. Error  t‐value  p‐value  R2  Normalized R2 
Los Angeles 
(observations) 
Intercept  3282.285  501.014  6.55  8.05E‐11 
0.66  ‐‐ 
TrafficMetrix   0.878  0.017  52.01  0.00E+00 
Alameda 
(observations) 
Intercept  7213.207  1495.915  4.82  4.02E‐06 
0.59  ‐‐ 
TrafficMetrix  0.818  0.061  13.34  7.48E‐26 
Los Angeles 
(CV dataset) 
Intercept  7954.219  326.636  24.35  2.83E‐127 
0.23  0.35  Dynamap‐IDW  0.762  0.014  54.31  0.00E+00 
Los Angeles 
(CV dataset) 
Intercept  8984.710  296.194  30.33  2.24E‐193 
0.25  0.37 
Dynamap‐Kriging  0.708  0.012  57.00  0.00E+00 
Alameda 
(CV dataset) 
Intercept  12605.239  1229.917  10.25  2.47E‐23 
0.06  0.10 
Dynamap‐IDW  0.499  0.068  7.36  4.34E‐13 
Alameda 
(CV dataset) 
Intercept  12381.544  1107.042  11.18  3.30E‐27 
0.08  0.13 
Dynamap‐Kriging  0.502  0.059  8.50  8.20E‐17 
 
For both Los Angeles and Alameda Counties when comparing Dynamap based estimates to 
TrafficMetrix observations, kriging appears to slightly outperform IDW as measured by the CV 
R2 (Table 4).  When normalized and compared to results from the v-fold CV (presented in Table 
3), the performance is slightly inferior to what was observed in Los Angeles with normalized R2 
of 0.35 and 0.37 for IDW and kriging (from Table 3: 0.46 and 0.47 for IDW and kriging) but 
Alameda County does not appear to perform nearly as well when compared to TrafficMetrix 
with normalized R2 of 0.10 and 0.13 for IDW and kriging (from Table 3: 0.36 and 0.32 for IDW 
and kriging,).  
 In both study areas, the slope describing the correspondence between Dynamap based 
predictions and TrafficMetrix observations is significantly smaller than one, suggesting a 
structured bias more complicated than an offset of the mean.  This is similar to previous CV 
results based on v-fold CV within the Dynamap data.  Table 5 reports the mean of the residuals 
with both study areas showing much higher bias than that seen 
with the Dynamap v-fold CV.  Of note in both study areas, is 
that the magnitude of the means residuals was smaller for 
kriging than for IDW with the smallest mean residuals 
observed in Los Angeles.  Appendix B.5 reports additional 
plots and description of this CV analysis. 
 
Comparison with imputed measures of central tendency 
Using similar methods to those in previous research [21-23], a traffic model based on 
estimated medians for road classes within urbanized and non-urbanized geographic regions is 
created. Here, the two types of major roads used (FCC = A2 and FCC = A3) correspond well to 
the previous modeling efforts in that A2 are typically major roads in non-urbanized areas, while 
A3 typically represents arterial routes within urban centers. It is expected that these would 
perform similarly to previous methods.    
Consistent with earlier research, estimation of the median required at least 15 observations 
within a group.  If insufficient data are available, the specific group is dropped from the analysis 
during the v-fold cross-validation procedure.  This resulted in approximately 1% of observations 
lost in each county.  In Alameda, of the 1009 observations, 13 are lost with 996 remaining.  In 
Los Angeles, 52 are lost resulting in 6357 remaining. 
Table 5: Mean of residuals for models in 
both study areas 
Model  Mean Residuals
Alameda – Kriging  3685.3
Alameda – IDW  4052.0
Los Angeles – Kriging  2621.2
Los Angeles ‐ IDW  2807.3
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and movement of their quantity of interest, thereby increasing their likelihood of good prediction 
performance. In the research by Shiode and Shiode [15] samples of elevation taken on a road 
network were interpolated using both kriging and IDW methods.  They found that network 
interpolation was better than their non-network analog, with kriging more accurate than IDW.  A 
major drawback of their conclusion, however, is that they predict a quantity that does not exhibit 
network-like dependencies.  Unlike these other studies, we have shown network interpolation to 
be a viable, pragmatic and effective method for estimation of network dependent measures on 
large complex non-dendritic undirected networks.  The examples presented illustrate that given 
representative data on a network, with steady-state behavior, estimates can be obtained that 
represent average local traffic conditions.  
Two examples are presented that characterize the performance of kriging and IDW network 
interpolation models, with varying levels of data support.  In Alameda County, both the relative 
data support and study area size were smaller than in Los Angeles County. Estimates of 
autocorrelation (as seen in Figures 4 and 5) were stronger in Los Angeles, in part a function of 
the larger sample size.   As the capability to model the covariogram directly impacts the ability to 
create optimal kriging estimates, it would follow that the slightly deficient covariogram in 
Alameda would result in poorer kriging performance.   The corollary is that the covariogram can 
be used as a diagnostic to determine whether data have the necessary structure to implement the 
kriging method.  It also suggests whether interpolation methods are likely to have any predictive 
success.  Additional factors may have contributed to the differences observed between Alameda 
and Los Angeles Counties.   
As only major roads and county highways were considered in these models, there may be 
issues related to the FCC coding system affecting the estimation performance, specifically in 
Alameda County. The possibility exists that roads are functionally misclassified under the FCC 
system, which would affect the estimation in one of two ways. Traffic will be effectively masked 
from the estimation if major thoroughfares are coded as minor roads (FCC ≥ A4). If the opposite 
is true where roads coded as major thoroughfares see limited traffic, then their adjacent – 
appropriately coded roads – are going to seem incongruent with their much higher traffic levels.  
In Alameda County the population has grown by approximately 231,000 people or 18.1% 
between 1990 and 2010.  Over the same period the population in Los Angeles has grown by 
approximately 955,000 or 10.8% (U.S. Census Bureau).  In Alameda County, this represents 
24.9 additional people per kilometer of road in the county, while in Los Angeles it is only 18.1 
additional people per kilometer (calculations based on Dynamap road network). The results of 
the temporal calibration support this conclusion, with a smaller change in traffic per year 
observed in Los Angeles. 
The CV results appear to show some peculiar results in the context of estimation of bias.   
Two measures of bias are reported.  The first measure is the mean of the CV residuals and the 
second is the coefficients from the regression model Y = β1X + β0, where Y are the observations, 
β1 is the estimated coefficient on the predicted values X and β0 is the intercept.  
In Alameda, for nearly every measure, IDW appears to perform better than kriging.   The 
regression coefficient β1 for IDW is closer to one; β0 for IDW is closer to zero; and the CV ܴଶ is 
larger than for kriging. Only the mean of the CV residuals is better for kriging. The results for 
Los Angeles are not as clear in pointing to a specific algorithm as performing better.  Kriging 
had a slightly smaller mean for the residuals, and a marginally higher R2, yet the coefficients on 
the regression evaluated the models differently.  The IDW model has better estimated regression 
coefficients on the predicted values (nearer to one), and the intercept is closer to zero, when 
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compared to the Kriging model. While the mean of the residuals gives an indication of how the 
estimator behaves on average, the regression coefficients show how biased the estimator is at 
discrete points through the observed range.  For example, a coefficient of less than one on the 
predicted values means that predicted values greater than the mean are likely under-predicted 
and over-predicted for values less than the observed mean.  As the coefficient on the predicted 
gets closer to one, the predictions become less biased throughout the entire range of observed 
values. In both study areas this suggests systematically unbiased estimates with IDW.    
A comparison of the CV prediction estimates for both study areas between IDW and kriging 
show that the methods yield similar but not identical results.  In Alameda County we see a more 
pronounced difference, but in both cases, kriging predicts higher estimates, on average, through 
the higher values in the observed distribution.  This would help to explain the relatively poor 
performance as evaluated by the regressions coefficients reported on Figures 9a-b, 10a-b.    
The modeling in Alameda and Los Angeles Counties identifies some of the major problems 
that may arise when using these kinds of network estimation methods.  Properties of the sampled 
data become very important.  If the measure of interest does not behave smoothly enough on the 
network, accurate estimation can be hampered.  To a certain extent, however, this problem can 
be diagnosed with the covariogram.   
Additionally, care needs to be taken when assessing the efficiency of the chosen estimator.  
The example of Los Angeles shows the pitfalls that may result from solely relying on a 
conventional measure such as the CV-R2.  In Los Angeles, the kriging model provided better 
results by this measure – the CV-R2 was higher than for IDW.  The mean of CV residuals was 
also lower for the kriging model; however, this result did not fully describe the problems of the 
estimation.  The regression analysis (observed on CV predicted) showed that there was a 
structural bias that was not fully described by the conventional performance measures.   
Los Angeles becomes a good example of the variance-bias tradeoff for these kinds of 
models; while the initial objective may be to minimize the average prediction error – to get the 
best model – it may be necessary to sacrifice one for the other depending on the main objective 
of the modeling. The results suggest that the kriging method appears to under-predict high values 
and over-predict lower values, on average.  In both study areas, this kind of bias appears to be 
independent of how well the models predict overall.   
The CV analysis comparing Dynamap based predictions against TrafficMetrix observations 
shows mixed success.  While there is good correspondence between collocated Dynamap and 
TrafficMetrix observations in both study areas, the CV in Alameda suggests poor predictive 
capacity.  Within each study area, similar levels of predictive capacity are observed when 
comparing Kriging to IDW.  Between study areas, however, their predictive capacities are 
different. After normalizing the CV-R2 values, Alameda has CV-R2 of 0.10 (IDW) and 0.13 
(kriging), while in Los Angeles better prediction is observed with values of 0.35 (IDW) and 0.37 
(kriging).  In contrast the v-fold CV-R2 using only the Dynamap data are in the range of 0.32-
0.36 in Alameda and 0.46-0.47 in Los Angeles.  The deficit in predictive capacity is nearly 3-
fold for Alameda with the TrafficMetrix data when compared to Los Angeles.  Given the 
correspondence of collocated measurements (CV-R2 of 0.59-0.66), it is expected that the models 
would have performed similarly in this independent CV. Further comparison between the 
Dynamap and TrafficMetrix datasets revealed that their distributions are materially different. 
Not only are the means of the two datasets markedly different with TrafficMetrix’ being 
much higher, but also the variance is higher – in the case of Alameda, an order of magnitude 
higher (see Table 1).   In combination, this suggests that the Dynamap dataset may not have a 
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sufficiently large enough range and number of high AADT values to be able to predict the traffic 
levels described by the TrafficMetrix dataset.  Part of this may be due to the historical 
differences of the datasets with Dynamap having a larger number of old traffic levels (as far back 
as 1980) and the most recent observations ending in 2005. TrafficMetrix, in contrast, spans the 
period 1983-2009, but only 13 observations are prior to 1990 and none of those are in Alameda.   
In spite of these differences, in Los Angeles, the interpolation methods is able to attain 75% 
and 78% of the predictive capacity – for IDW and kriging, respectively – comparing v-fold CV 
to cross-validating against TrafficMetrix.  The better performance here may in part be due to 
smaller changes in the density of cars on roads in Los Angeles over the period of observations, 
leading to more stable temporal correspondence in the traffic datasets. 
As a final assessment of the network interpolation methods, a comparison was made against 
using median estimates of traffic based on urban regional categories of road type. Using this 
approach in Alameda is not effective, v-fold CV R2 is 2%; in Los Angeles it is better at 18%.  
But in both cases, this method does not approach the predictive ability of the interpolation 
methods.  Furthermore, Figures 13 and 14 illustrate the large amount of unexplained variability, 
specifically at the highest observed levels, which are those of most relevance to epidemiologic 
studies interested in evaluating health effects across the whole range of air pollution.  This result 
is of concern for two reasons.  First, using this kind of surrogate-estimate introduces a substantial 
amount of random error.  In Alameda, this method fails to attain significant predictive capacity; 
and would likely have resulted in health effect estimates that are biased towards the null [24].  
Second, exposure misclassification brought about by estimating exposure sources at coarse 
aggregated levels will likely not induce bias on its own, but will reduce the power to detect and 
effect [24].  
In addition to the traffic estimation, this work contributes published Python code under the 
Berkeley Software Distribution License (BSD) license at the Github online repository, detailed 
earlier.  This allows full use and modification of the code for either incorporation into other 
applications or refinement of the estimation technique.  Some initially identified areas for 
refinements that could enhance the programs utility include: measuring distance as real-world 
network distance; augmentation of the estimator with use of models incorporating auxiliary data; 
and adapting the code to take advantage of parallel processing.  While it is unlikely that these 
refinements would markedly change the results presented here, they will increase the number of 
areas to which these methods can be applied. 
In total, the results suggest that network interpolation techniques can be used to estimate 
traffic on a complex network, given sufficient data satisfying regularity in the traffic patterns.  In 
accord with other research comparing kriging and IDW methods, to get optimal performance 
from kriging, both a large enough quantity of data and ability to estimate the sample covariogram 
is necessary [25, 26]. A specific finding is kriging performed as the BLUP in nearly every 
comparison – the CV mean residuals were nearly always closer to zero for kriging. In most 
cases, IDW attained similar (though smaller) predictive capacity as measured by the R2.  While 
IDW is only marginally more biased (as measured by mean of the residuals), it did a better job of 
predicting throughout the entire range of values. These results only stress the importance of 
ensuring that the sample is of sufficient size and quality to take advantage of the unique 
properties of specific estimation techniques. 
The methods developed here could have widespread applicability to numerous public health 
problems. For air pollution exposure modeling, traffic density is often a critical input to 
dispersion models that are widely used to assess health effects [27]. Moreover, land use 
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regression models use the monitored data as a dependent variable and a variety of ground 
information such a traffic, land use and elevation [21, 22]. Depending on the pollutant, traffic 
usually is a strong predictor. Traffic is also a major source of noise [28] and good traffic 
information is essential to obtaining defensible estimates of noise. Traffic may also present direct 
risks to pedestrians and cyclists. These risks may deter active transportation [29] and in so doing 
may increase obesity risks for children [30]. Supplying scientifically sounds estimates of traffic 
that can be scaled to large areas and support numerous studies is the main contribution of this 
paper. Future research could usefully compare estimates from interpolations to those from more 
data-intensive models such as those based on origin-destination predictions.  
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Chapter 4 
Machine learning methods to estimate the exposure-response curve for ambient PM2.5 and 
ischemic heart disease mortality in never-smokers of the American Cancer Society CPS II 
cohort 
 
INTRODUCTION 
A substantial body of evidence suggests that long-term exposure to particulate air pollution 
contributes to the formation of chronic disease and can lead to premature death [1-3]. The World 
Health Organization (WHO) estimates that 3.7 million deaths per year are attributable to outdoor 
air pollution exposure [4, 5] with 40% of those deaths caused by ischemic heart disease (IHD).  
Research estimating the burden of disease for a number of health risk factors estimated that 22% 
of IHD disability adjusted lost years of life can be attributed to ambient particulate matter [2]. 
IHD mortality has been identified as being strongly associated with ambient particulate matter 
with an aerodynamic diameter less than 2.5 microns (PM2.5) in epidemiologic studies [1, 6-9].  
While some research points more specifically to semi-volatile compounds on particles as the 
toxicant causing atherosclerotic progression [10], PM2.5 is a criteria pollutant making it an 
appropriate focus for regulators and policy makers when trying to protect public health from 
ambient air pollution exposures.   
IHD is a disease of the heart caused by a reduction of blood flow within the coronary arteries.  
Typically caused by atherosclerosis, the buildup of plaque on the inside wall of the arteries that 
reduces the size of the lumen, this blockage can lead to ischemia of the heart tissue, myocardial 
infarction, and death as the extreme outcome. The reduced blood flow can also be caused by 
arterial thrombosis, that is, when a blood clot forms within an artery.  In many cases, it is a 
combination of atherosclerosis and thrombosis that ultimately leads to IHD mortality. Evidence 
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suggests that PM2.5 affects subclinical markers of atherosclerosis. More specifically, studies 
suggest that particulate exposure increases intima media thickness [11, 12] and coronary arterial 
calcification is increased in those living closest to major roads [13].  Experimental animal 
models corroborate these findings [10, 14, 15].  Studies also corroborate the hypothesis that 
PM2.5 is associated with increased risk of thrombosis [1]. A review article published in 2010 
concluded that the evidence of the effect of PM2.5 is congruous with a causal relationship 
between CVD morbidity and mortality [1]. 
Recent research using data from the Nurses’ Health Study reports significant findings 
relating PM2.5 to coronary heart disease but no association with coarse particles [16]. 
Furthermore, the authors found that reductions in mortality might be seen over relatively short 
time periods with reductions in ambient PM2.5.  In other research, Correia and colleagues [17] 
using an ecologic study design found that over the period 2000-2007, air quality improvements 
suggest that for every 10 µg/m3 reduction there is a 0.35 year increase in life expectancy.  
Research in Europe and China suggest the potential for larger life expectancy benefits for such a 
reduction in PM2.5, closer to 2 years [18, 19], but differences in the population, range, and 
constituents of the observed exposure make extrapolating the magnitude of these results to the 
United States problematic.   
Other research in China assessing the exposure-response function describing the relationship 
between daily exposures with up to a 4-day lag and IHD mortality, found a non-linear 
relationship with a steeper slope at lower exposures that flattened out through the higher 
range[9].  Pope et al. [20] found a similar pattern, where they estimated the exposure-response 
relationships over the range of exposures to PM2.5 from ambient air pollution to first-hand 
smoking.  After pooling estimates based on the ACS and other studies [3, 21-27], their findings 
were suggestive of a non-linear exposure-response for PM2.5 and cardiovascular diseases, with a 
very steep response at low exposures and a slowing rate of increased risk for higher exposures.  
In the more recent research on the global burden of disease attributable to PM2.5 exposure – the 
same research that informs the current WHO (2012) estimates on the burden of disease 
attributable to air pollution – an integrated exposure response curve was predicted from estimates 
pooled from the literature [4].  The results again suggest a non-linear association with IHD 
mortality; the functional form of the modeled association was not limited to linear models.  A 
priori, they allowed the association to take a linear, log-linear or power function shape.  They 
were able to show that changes in PM2.5 exposure at lower levels, within the ambient range, had 
relatively larger effects on risk than at higher exposures per unit change in exposure.   
Findings using the ACS cohort to quantify the magnitude of the effect between particulate air 
pollution exposure and IHD have shown strong and consistent results.  Although several major 
analyses have been published based on the ACS data, at the national-level, only a few have used 
an individualized PM2.5 exposure assessment [28, 29].  Here, we estimate individual exposures 
from the same model described in Chapter 2. Most other national-level health effects 
assessments have relied on metropolitan-area scale estimates that use between-city exposure 
contrasts [24, 30, 31]. In the city-specific studies using within-city exposure contrasts, some have 
indicated much higher exposure-response functions such as in Los Angeles [32], while a study in 
New York city has shown even smaller effects than in the between-city models [30]. Work from 
California indicates that the estimates of mortality risk from individualized exposure estimates 
are virtually the same as those derived from the between-city contrasts [33].  
Beyond determining this large burden of disease and death, the exposure-response functions 
from the ACS study often play a pivotal role in establishing the monetary benefits of regulations 
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exposures. Occupational exposure was assigned using an adapted index method developed 
elsewhere, which looked at risk factors in the workplace [37]; the index took values 0 (very clean 
environment) through 6 (very dirty environment). Figure 1 is a directed acyclic graph (DAG) 
that illustrates summaries of the assumed causal relationships between PM2.5, IHD and the set of 
potential confounders. 
Using volunteers and death certificates, vital status was determined for the earlier years in the 
study period (up to and including 1988).  Computer linkages with the National Death Index [38] 
became available subsequent to 1988 and were used for follow-up between 1989 and 2004.  
During the period 1982-2004, over 99% of the recorded deaths were assigned a cause of death.  
International Classification of Disease (ICD)-9 [39] and ICD-10 [40] coding were used to 
identify specific causes of mortality in the study sample. 
Two criteria are placed on the analytic cohort for inclusion in the analysis.  The first required 
complete data for the subject.   There were two facets to this requirement: a spatial component, 
where subjects are restricted to the contiguous United States – due to spatial limitations of the 
ambient PM2.5 exposure model (see Chapter 4); and a requirement of complete confounding 
covariate information.  Of the approximate 1.2 million subjects who make up the ACS CPS-II 
cohort, after ensuring: exposure coverage that required a geocoded residential address; covariate 
completeness; and selecting the analytic subpopulation of never-smokers, the sample is reduced 
to 298,704 subjects. Research by Turner et al. [31] describes this subset of the ACS CPS-II 
cohort in more detail.  During the follow-up period, which spans 1982-2004, 17,627 IHD deaths 
are observed from among this subsample of never-smokers. 
 
PM2.5 exposures 
Chapter 3 describes the PM2.5 exposure model in detail.  Briefly, estimates of ambient PM2.5 
exposure are assigned from a previously developed exposure model that implements a hybrid 
approach combining land-use regression (LUR) and Bayesian Maximum Entropy (BME) 
interpolation [41].  The LUR model predicted the expected chronic mean pollution levels likely 
attributable to local sources, while the BME model predicted monthly fluctuations about the 
chronic mean exposure levels described by the LUR model.  Predictor covariates in the LUR 
model included measures of nearby roads weighted by regional traffic levels and green-
/undeveloped-space.  Results from the prediction modeling suggest adequate capacity in 
predicting both local and regional variability; the cross validated R2 is 0.79.  Individualized 
exposures averaged over the period 1999-2004 were assigned to subjects’ geocoded place of 
residence at baseline.  
 
Socio-demographic covariates 
Over and above individual covariates collected during enrollment, confounding is controlled 
with ecologic covariates.  These variables are derived from the 1990 census at ZIP code 
tabulation areas and include: median household income, the proportion of persons living in 
households with an income below 125% of the poverty line, the percentage of persons over the 
age of 16 years who were unemployed, the percentage of adults with less than a 12th grade 
education, and the percentage of persons who were white. 
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METHODS 
Causal inference approach 
We implement causal inference methods to estimate a parameter of the survival distribution, 
looking at the association between air pollution exposure and mortality.  Unlike traditional 
observational studies where researchers frame their question in the context of interpreting an 
estimated coefficient as it relates to likely changes in outcome attributable to differences in 
exposure, causal inference methods – as presented here – start with a question framed like an 
experiment that guides the implementation of the selected statistical methods.  Here the question 
follows the schema, “Among those who die of IHD – a disease of multiple etiologies where 
chronic exposure to PM2.5 only marginally contributes to mortality – how many years of life are 
gained or lost if ambient PM2.5 levels were changed for everyone?”  The fundamental difference 
here is that the experiment to test this question is impossible.  It would require going back in 
time after observing someone die, changing their lifetime exposure experience and then 
observing changes in their death.  These outcomes are counter to fact, and as such, are referred to 
as counterfactuals.  Causal inference methods provide the means to estimate counterfactual 
outcomes. Their application to the estimation of the exposure-response curve is dependent on 
marginal structural models first introduced by Robins [42, 43], the potential outcomes 
framework [44, 45], and graphical models used for causal analysis and parameter identifiability 
[46, 47]. 
This research implements the g-computation algorithm [48] to estimate the point-wise 
marginal structural model MSM [42] to estimate the 'controlled' direct exposure-response of 
chronic PM2.5 exposure and IHD mortality.  The 'controlled' direct effect is the causal effect due 
to a change in exposure while keeping all other mediating and confounding factors the same 
[49].  The DAG, Figure 1, is the starting point for the analysis.  It is used to visualize the causal 
relationships between the exposure, covariates and the outcome, making it easier to distinguish 
confounders from mediators on the causal pathway. The DAG will also help to ensure that 
confounding is controlled for appropriately. 
 
Parameter of interest 
The parameter of interest relates to the marginally adjusted association between IHD 
mortality and exposure to ambient PM2.5, with confounding controlled by the set of individual 
and ecological variables described earlier.  More specifically, it is the point-wise curve 
describing the expected years of life lost due to differences in ambient PM2.5 over a fine grid of 
likely observable chronic pollution exposures.  Equation (1) described this curve more formally: 
 
߮ሺ݇ሻ ൌ ሼܧௐሾܧሺܶ|ܣ ൌ ܽ௜ሻሿ െ ܧௐሾܧሺܶ|ܣ ൌ ܽ௞ሻሿ ∶ ܽ௜, ܽ௞ ∈ ሾminሺܣሻ ,maxሺܣሻሿሽ (1)
 
where ߮ሺ݇ሻ is the set of point estimates describing the change in life expectancy curves, where 
ܽ௞is the reference exposure level, ܽ௜ is the comparison exposure level indexed over the range of 
observed levels, and T is age of death. Furthermore, by shear fact of the ACS study’s cross-
sectional sampling strategy, this parameter is additionally conditioned on the observed age 
distribution of the sample.  The ACS study contains both left-truncated and right-censored 
observations.  While an age based inclusion criteria also affected the sample, we assume the 
criteria of being at least 30 years old has little effect on the estimate as very few people die of 
IHD prior to 30 years of age.  Left truncation, or not observing everyone for their entire lifetime 
– due to the cross-sectional sampling design – creates a situation whereby the sample 
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preferentially recruits healthier subjects.  You can only be observed if you had not yet died.  We 
expect the left truncation to downwardly bias the estimate compared to one that is not 
conditioned on the distribution of individuals who are currently alive at the time of study entry.  
We provide a detailed discussion in a later section of this chapter of how right censoring, or 
censoring due to follow-up, is addressed in the estimation.    
This parameter is equal to ܧௐሾܼ଴ሺܽ௜,ܹሻሿ െ ܧௐሾܼ଴ሺܽ௞,ܹሻሿ where ܼ଴ሺܽ,ܹሻ is the true 
conditional expectation function, under assumptions of positivity and experimental treatment 
assignment.  As we do not know the true conditional expectation function ܼ଴ሺܽ,ܹሻ, it needs to 
be estimated from the data. If we define a suitable estimator of	ܼ଴ሺܽ,ܹሻ, we can set everyone’s 
exposure level to predetermined tuples that compare one level to another to estimate years of life 
lost via (1).  We estimate differences in the effect of PM2.5 exposure on life expectancy over the 
observed distribution of covariates, W, in the ACS sample.   
 
Estimating survival age with machine learning methods 
The problem being described here is in the estimation of a parameter of the survival 
distribution ߰, particularly the conditional distribution function of T given A and W.  As we 
have to deal with the issue of a high-dimensional dataset, i.e., many covariates, in the estimation 
ܼ଴ሺܽ,ܹሻ, machine learning methods were employed.  The specific machine learning method 
used is called Super Learner [50].  It is a machine-learning algorithm categorized as a 
generalized stacking algorithm.  A generalized stacking algorithm takes a set of potential 
prediction algorithms or models; then it evaluates and potentially optimally combines them to 
create the best possible prediction algorithm.  Individual prediction algorithms are evaluated by 
v-fold cross-validation.  In this research, Super Learner is used to choose the best single model 
from amongst a group of potential modeling approaches. We chose to not use the generalized 
stacking algorithm as getting inference on the estimate would likely have been beyond our 
computational capacity.  
For this analysis seven model classes are included with two different variable screen tools 
used to reduce the dimensionality of the estimation, including: generalized linear models (GLM), 
generalized additive models (GAM), random forest, lasso and elastic-net regularized generalized 
linear models (GLMnet), multivariate adaptive regression splines (MARS), piecewise 
multivariate adaptive regression splines (polymars), support vector machines (SVM), and 
generalized boosted models (GBM).   Two dimension reduction techniques are applied to GLM, 
GAM, polymars models in addition to the models that include all available variables.  Variables 
are screened for the purpose of dimension reduction using two methods: an implementation of 
random forest that ranked and selected only the 10 best predictor variables; and another method 
that selected variables with a Pearson correlation higher than 0.1. Each prediction algorithm is 
modified so that it would only predict within the range of observed values.  If predictions are 
outside of this range, they were artificially adjusted to the nearest extreme of the observed range.  
This is done to ensure the loss function was bounded – a necessary assumption for loss-based 
learning [51]. 
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Procedure 
As with most survival datasets, the issue of censoring needs to be addressed.  Under the 
assumption that only right censoring is of concern we can describe the observed data as: 
 
ܱ ൌ ቀ ෨ܶ ൌ minሺܶ, ܥሻ , ∆ൌ ܫሺܶ ൏ ܥሻ,ܹ൫ ෨ܶ൯ቁ (2)
 
where ෨ܶ  is the minimum of the observed event time T and the censoring C.  The indicator ∆ 
identifies those observations that changed mortality status, that is, it identifies those subjects that 
have died, and ܹ൫ ෨ܶ൯ are the observed covariates at ෨ܶ .  If covariates are observed at only one 
time, ݐ ൑ ෨ܶ  then these are the set of baseline covariates. 
Following the work of van der Laan and Robins [52] estimation of some parameter of 
survival time requires that the censoring mechanism satisfy the coarsening at random 
assumption, or in other words, that censoring status is conditionally independent of censoring 
time, given the observed covariates.  To account for the censoring in the parameter estimation, a 
method known as inverse probability of censoring weights (IPCW) is applied.   This requires that 
the censoring mechanism be estimated.  This quantity of interest, called ܩ଴, is the probability of 
censoring given the covariates: 
 
ܩ଴ ൌ ܲݎ൫ܥ ൌ ݐหܥ ൒ ݐ,ܹሺݐሻ൯ (3)
 
ܩ଴, is used for both for cross-validation and in the estimation of the parameter to ensure it is 
unbiased.  
For entirely uninformative censoring this would be the survival function of censoring as 
estimated by the Kaplan-Meier estimator.  For situations where the censoring is conditional on 
the observed covariates, Cox regression or some other estimator can be used.  For this proposed 
work, an adaptive hazard regression method [53, 54] is applied in the estimation of ܩ଴; this is the 
first step in the estimation procedure.  It uses a data adaptive approach to flexibly fit multiple 
covariates using polynomial spline methods. 
In the second step, we estimate a prediction model for age of death.  For this, we employ 
Super Learner that uses v-fold cross-validation, for loss-based learning, to identify an estimator 
for ܼ଴ሺܽ,ܹሻ, the conditional distribution of the outcome.  An important concern in creating the 
estimator is ensuring that the loss function used to measure the performance of the candidate 
models respects the censoring mechanism.  Given that the proposed methods will look at the 
identity function of T as the outcome of interest, where T is age at death, the IPCW squared loss 
function ܮሺܱ, ߮|ܩ଴ሻ will be used.  It takes the form: 
 
ܮሺܱ, ߮|ܩ଴ሻ ൌ Δܩ଴ሺܶ|ܹሻ ሺܶ െ ߮ሻ
ଶ (4)
 
where Δ is an indicator as to whether the IHD mortality event was observed.  In other words, 
after the censoring mechanism ܩ଴ is estimated, the analysis continues only on those subjects that 
died of IHD.  
We present results from the best single model as evaluated by the L2-loss function, known as 
the cross-validation (CV) risk. With the best single model, the G-computation algorithm [48] is 
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used and the Super Learner derived estimator of the conditional distribution, ܼ଴∗ሺܽ,ܹሻ is used 
as described below in (5). 
 
ܧௐሾܧሺܶ|ܣ ൌ ܽ௜ሻሿ ൌ 1∑ܩ଴௝ ෍
1
ܩ଴௝ ܼ଴
∗ሺܽ௜,ܹሻ௝
௡
௝ୀଵ
 (5)
 
To account for censoring in the parameter, the IPCW weights are applied to remove bias 
introduced by censoring due to loss to follow-up or other cause of death.  In the estimation of 
years of life lost attributable to air pollution (1), everyone’s exposure level is set to one of a 
finely gridded set of observed exposure levels.  Levels are set to integer ug/m3 exposure levels 
within the range starting at the ceiling of the minimum and ending at the floor of the maximum.  
That is, if the minimum observed level is 2.4 ug/m3 and maximum is 28.9 ug/m3, the grid of 
estimated parameters would be based on the set of exposure levels, ܣ ൌ ሼ3,4,5,⋯ ,27,28ሽ.  From 
this set of exposure levels, a comparison level is identified and all exposure levels are then 
compared against them. The comparison group is defined as the smallest integer contained 
within the set of observed values (or the minimum of the set A, described above). This definition 
for the comparison level is in line with other research assessing the PM2.5 burden to health [2, 4].  
From this, a point wise curve is generated that described the years of life lost that are attributable 
to increased long-term PM2.5 exposure. 
Point-wise inference is conducted using the d-delete jack-knife, leave one out (LOO) jack-
knife and bootstrapping. As the inference derived on these estimates are ad hoc and these 
methods are known to perform poorly under conditions that are hard to identify beforehand [55, 
56], inference from all three methods are reported.  For d-delete jack-knife and bootstrap 
inference, the data are resampled 3000 times.  During the d-delete jack-knife, 15% of the data are 
randomly selected and removed before the parameter is estimated on the remaining 85%.   
 
Simulation to assess effects of left truncation 
We conducted a Monte Carlo simulation study to assess the potential influence of left 
truncation of the dataset that is a result of the sampling procedure employed in the ACS study.  
As subjects are not followed for their entire lifetime (birth to death), we wanted to assess the 
potential effect of this left truncation on both the size of the estimated effect and on its associated 
inference.  
 
Simulated data 
In the simulated survival datasets, we wanted two characteristics to be present: (1) the 
mortality trajectory of any individual should follow similar patterns as to those observed in a real 
population and be guided by a realistic probability structure; (2) factors, i.e., covariate, that may 
affect the trajectory of mortality preserve the realistic probability structure in (1).  To accomplish 
this, survival time is simulated as a sequence of Bernoulli random variables S = (Xage(1), 
Xage(2),…, Xage(n-1),Xage(n)) each year of life starting from the age at baseline to age of death.  Each 
set of random variables follows the schema whereby all values are zero except for the last, which 
represents age of death and is coded as one.   
Predictor covariates are used to either prematurely age or provide additional vitality that 
would be carried through the simulation.  The covariates and outcome are simulated with 
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dependencies described in the DAG below (Figure 1); this is a summarized version of the 
relationships hypothesized in the ACS study.   
The 2007 period life table from the Social Security Administration [57] is used to guide the 
trajectory of mortality, where the probability of dying between a given year of life and the 
subsequent year is used in simulating the mortality status at an individual’s year of life, Xage=k, in 
the sequence.  For each year of their life, the probability of dying at a given age P0(k) 
=Pr(X=1|k<=age<k+1) – taken from the life table – is used to simulate a random Bernoulli event.  
If no event is observed, i.e., X = 0, then the simulation for that individual would continue until 
the event is observed (X = 1).  In the unadjusted case, the age at which the event is observed 
would be recorded as their age of death.  To adjust the age of death by the baseline covariates, 
simulated individuals are assigned a virtual age offset based on predefined set of relationships 
between the covariates and mortality (see Table 1).  In a simple case, if an individual had a 
baseline age of 45 and very high air pollution exposure associated with five lost years of life, 
their virtual age would be 50.  So instead of the simulation for an individual starting with P0(k), it 
would start with P0(k+5), thereby increasing their likelihood of death by five years. 
 The relationships of the covariates to mortality follow the relationships described below.  
The magnitude of these relationships to 
mortality are likely different in reality, 
but are chosen for their ease in 
illustrating the likely effects of left 
truncation on the parameter estimation.  
Of special note here is the largely 
inflated size of the PM2.5 effect.  
Previous research has estimated that this 
effect is smaller [17, 19, 20]. 
 
Simulation analysis 
To assess the potential effects of both left truncation and right censoring on the estimation of 
the parameter and its inference, multiple simulation datasets are created where the distribution of 
baseline ages is manipulated to illustrate the effect that cross-sectional sampling has on the 
parameter estimation and its inference. For this simulation study, the ‘gold-standard’ by which 
all of the cross-sectional sampling schemas are tested against will be a simulation in which 
everyone is observed at the first year of life.  Six left-truncated simulation datasets are created so 
that the effect of left truncation is illustrated over the range of ages observed in approximately 
98% of the population, i.e., 85 years of age and younger.  Simulation datasets are created where 
everyone is sampled at the following ages 1, 20, 40, 60, 75, and 85.   Estimates of the years of 
lost life attributable to PM2.5 exposure are derived with the GAM model using the same 
parameters as in the real analysis.  Each of the datasets contained n=1000 simulated subjects. 
Inference is derived using a Monte Carlo simulation with 3000 iterations; it is conducted for each 
of the age groups.  Confidence intervals are created by identifying the 2.5th and 97.5th percentiles 
of the distribution from the estimates based on the simulated data.     
To help understand how estimation of the censoring weights influence bias and inference on 
the estimate, a dataset with a range of ages at entry is created using the same data generating 
function used previously.  Ages at entry are set to between 30 and 75 years of age with a 30-year 
follow-up period.  As before, 1000 simulation points are created for each Monte Carlo 
experiment.  On average 36.3% of subjects are censored under these initialization parameters.  
Table 1: Relationships to mortality in simulated data 
Covariate  Functional form 
Magnitude of maximum 
effect on mortality 
(years lost) 
PM2.5 Linear 7 year over 35ug/m3 = 0.2
Socioeconomic
Status  Linear  5 
Alcohol/Diet Index Linear 5 
Passive Smoking Binary exposure 3 
Obesity Status Binary exposure 0 
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This meant that for each comparison group, 637 simulation points are created that did not incur 
any right censoring and were followed through their full trajectory to the observed event.   In this 
Monte Carlo simulation we do not report exposure-response curves, only the coefficient of the 
PM2.5 term of a generalized linear model.  This is done for sake of clarity in the interpretation of 
bias and variability of the estimated response curve.  Again, confidence intervals are created by 
identifying the 2.5th and 97.5th percentiles of the distribution from the estimates based on the 
simulated data. 
 
RESULTS 
Descriptive statistics of data 
Table 2 reports the distribution of covariates by exposure quartile of assigned PM2.5 exposure 
among the subjects who died of IHD.  The average baseline age at entry of subjects who died of 
IHD was 68.5 years old.  The covariates are well distributed among the quartiles of PM2.5 
exposure.  This suggests that positivity violations are not likely to occur.  Described in more 
detail elsewhere [31], on average, non-white subjects had slightly higher PM2.5 exposures than 
whites.  In addition, non-whites are more likely to have lower educational attainment, poorer 
diets, higher body mass index (BMI), and lower marriage rates than their white counterparts.  
. 
Table 2: Descriptive statistics of ACS cohort of never-smokers with observed IHD mortality events (entries with 
parentheses indicate range of observed values within stratum) 
      quartiles 
   PM2.5  
2.3‐10.7 
(n = 4407) 
10.7‐12.7
(n=4408) 
12.7‐14.6
(n=4405) 
14.6‐27.63 
(n = 4407) 
gender  male  38.6%  35.6%  34.3%  31.2% 
female  61.4%  64.4%  65.7%  68.8% 
race 
white  96.3%  93.5%  91.3%  93.0% 
black  1.8%  4.0%  6.5%  4.3% 
other  1.9%  2.6%  2.3%  2.7% 
education 
< highschool  22.7%  23.9%  26.9%  26.6% 
highschool  30.9%  31.9%  30.4%  30.9% 
> highschool  46.4%  44.2%  42.7%  42.5% 
marital status 
married  70.6%  67.8%  64.7%  62.5% 
single  4.1%  4.0%  5.3%  5.7% 
other  25.3%  28.2%  30.0%  31.8% 
industrial exposure  13.9%  12.5%  12.7%  12.8% 
Occupational 
Dirtiness Index 
level 1  13.7%  12.7%  13.5%  12.4% 
level 2  9.8%  8.8%  9.0%  8.9% 
level 3  3.7%  3.9%  3.5%  3.2% 
level 4  9.1%  8.4%  8.8%  6.7% 
level 5  4.0%  3.7%  3.7%  3.2% 
level 6  0.8%  1.1%  0.8%  1.1% 
unascertained  7.7%  8.0%  9.0%  10.0% 
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Table 2 continued.. 
    quartile 
  PM2.5 
2.3‐10.7
(n = 4407) 
10.7‐12.7
(n=4408) 
12.7‐14.6
(n=4405) 
14.6‐27.63 
(n = 4407) 
Diet by quintile 
fat 1  20.7%  22.3%  22.0%  24.0% 
fat 2  18.5%  18.0%  20.0%  17.7% 
fat 3  16.8%  17.2%  16.2%  17.5% 
fat 4  16.3%  15.8%  14.8%  14.2% 
fat 5  15.0%  14.1%  13.6%  12.8% 
veg/fruit/fiber 1  15.8%  17.0%  18.7%  19.1% 
veg/fruit/fiber 2  14.7%  17.4%  16.9%  15.8% 
veg/fruit/fiber 3  14.4%  16.3%  15.1%  15.2% 
veg/fruit/fiber 4  19.5%  16.9%  17.3%  17.4% 
veg/fruit/fiber 5  22.9%  19.9%  18.5%  18.7% 
missing diet info  12.5%  12.6%  13.6%  13.8% 
Alcohol 
Consumption 
beer 1  28.2%  26.7%  28.2%  27.0% 
beer 2  7.2%  6.4%  6.2%  5.8% 
beer 3  64.6%  66.9%  65.6%  67.2% 
wine 1  25.1%  24.4%  26.0%  24.1% 
wine 2  9.9%  9.1%  7.6%  9.0% 
wine 3  65.0%  66.5%  66.4%  66.8% 
liquor 1  26.6%  26.5%  27.2%  26.7% 
liquor 2  9.8%  8.4%  7.7%  6.8% 
liquor 3  63.6%  65.1%  65.1%  66.5% 
 
BMI  25.5 (15.2, 46.6)  25.7 (13.7, 46.5)  25.8 (12.6, 46.1)  25.7 (13.3, 46.6) 
passive smoking  1.1 (0, 16.5)  1.2 (0, 24)  1.3 (0, 24)  1.3 (0, 24) 
age at entry  68.7(30, 89)  68.4 (31, 89)  68.3 (31, 89)  68.7 (31, 89) 
ecologic 
covariates 
non‐hispanic black %  3.7 (0, 82.0)  8.5 (0, 98.4)  12.7 (0, 99.4)  12.5 (0, 98.7) 
hispanic %  8.4 (0, 94.7)  6.2 (0, 96.7)  3.6 (0, 95.0)  7.8 (0, 97.5) 
post‐secondary edu.  38.4 (8.8, 84.4)  37.0 (5.0, 80.8)  34.7 (4.4, 79.9)  35.8 (7.9, 82.9) 
unemployment  5.8 (0, 29.4)  5.8 (0, 27.9)  5.0 (0, 29.6)  6.4 (0, 31.6) 
poverty  11.2 (0, 57.4)  11.2 (0, 59.4)  11.9 (0, 66.9)  11.6 (0.4, 64.2) 
median income 
(x1000)  31.2 (10, 123.0)  33.3 (8.7, 123.0)  32.2 (5.8, 106.9)  33.1 (5.9, 100.5) 
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Censoring weights 
The results of the data adaptive hazards regression using the linear splines to estimate the 
conditional censoring probabilities is presented in Table 3.  The set of covariates that sufficiently 
described the likelihood of getting censored, as a function of time, is age at entrance, other cause 
of death, gender, education, and marital status.  We also see that age at entrance, other cause of 
death and gender were identified as interaction terms in the model.  
 
 
 
Years of life lost 
 Results from Super Learner are presented in Table 4.  Of the 14 potential algorithms, the 
GAM model with all variables appears to perform best with the lowest weighted CV risk of 
686.76.  
The association of modeled PM2.5 concentration and average age of death is presented in 
Figure 2 (Appendix D.1 graphically reports the average age of death for all models as a function 
of exposure-level).  These curves represent the model estimates of ܧௐሾܧሺܶ|ܣ ൌ ܽ௜ሻሿ	from 
equation (1).  The GAM model indicates a deleterious association with IHD mortality, with a 
potential non-linearity in the association.  For exposure levels under 10 µg/m3, there appears to 
be a second-order polynomial relationship with an inflection appearing at 10 µg/m3 where a 
Table 3: Results of the prediction model for the probability of censoring using data adaptive 
hazard regression with linear splines 
Covariate  Knot 1 Covariate Interaction Knot 2 beta SE 
constant  linear  ‐‐‐ ‐‐‐ 165.997 0.307 
time  9  ‐‐‐ ‐‐‐ ‐1.776 0.007 
age at entrance  linear  ‐‐‐ ‐‐‐ ‐1.871 0.004 
other cause  linear  ‐‐‐ ‐‐‐ ‐149.352 0.305 
age at entrance  1  ‐‐‐ ‐‐‐ 0.065 0.005 
time  6  ‐‐‐ ‐‐‐ 0.662 3.478 
time  9  other cause linear 1.648 0.007 
age at entrance  linear  other cause linear 1.676 0.003 
age at entrance  2  ‐‐‐ ‐‐‐ 0.023 0.007 
gender  linear  ‐‐‐ ‐‐‐ ‐0.540 0.075 
time  8  ‐‐‐ ‐‐‐ ‐0.091 0.015 
time  6  other cause linear 0.024 0.006 
gender  linear  age at entrance linear 0.005 0.001 
gender  linear  age at entrance 2 0.081 0.011 
time  2  other cause linear ‐0.699 0.034 
time  7  ‐‐‐ ‐‐‐ ‐0.658 3.483 
age at entrance  4  ‐‐‐ ‐‐‐ ‐0.021 0.004 
time  5  ‐‐‐ ‐‐‐ ‐0.029 0.006 
edu3  linear  ‐‐‐ ‐‐‐ ‐0.012 0.008 
edu2  linear  ‐‐‐ ‐‐‐ ‐0.012 0.009 
edu3  linear  other cause linear ‐0.083 0.013 
edu2  linear  other cause linear ‐0.061 0.014 
marit1  linear  ‐‐‐ ‐‐‐ 0.036 0.010 
time  1  ‐‐‐ ‐‐‐ 0.582 0.056 
time  2  age at entrance linear ‐0.025 0.002 
time  2  ‐‐‐ ‐‐‐ 0.952 0.078 
time  6  gender linear ‐27.360 4.208 
time  7  gender linear 27.364 4.207 
age at entrance  3  ‐‐‐ ‐‐‐ 0.032 0.010 
gender  linear  age at entrance 3 ‐0.070 0.013 
time  3  age at entrance linear 0.023 0.001 
time  3  age at entrance 4 ‐0.046 0.002 
time  4  ‐‐‐ ‐‐‐ 0.019 0.003 
time  3  ‐‐‐ ‐‐‐ ‐0.737 0.046 
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to highest is 0.6 years.  This estimate represents the overall average years of lost life in the 
specific subpopulation of the ACS who are never-smokers and die of IHD, making these 
estimates only generalizable to similar sub-populations, that is, a non-smoking population that is 
whiter and of higher socio-economic status than the general population.  Consistent with the 
‘triple jeopardy’ hypothesis [58], we might expect that the effect in the general population might 
be larger.  In comparison to the ACS cohort, the general population is of lower average 
socioeconomic status; will experience higher exposures; and suffer larger effects because of 
underlying susceptibilities due to lifestyle, psychosocial stress and nutrition.  In the sensitivity 
analysis, we found that the overall patterns of risk are similar between never-smokers and the 
entire cohort.  This is at least suggestive that similar exposure-response patterns will be detected 
in the entire cohort. 
Effects estimated from the simulation study, which looked at the effect of left truncation on 
estimation of lost years of life, show a relationship between the truncation and both the size and 
inference of the estimated effect.  The major result of the simulation is that the effect size is 
attenuated as the left truncation age increases.  A comparison of the estimates based on 
uncensored data versus left truncation at 85 years of age produced a near 10-fold decrease in the 
size of the estimated effect.  These results are in some ways analogous to the bias induced by left 
truncation in occupational cohorts [59]; however unlike these, the ACS cohort is assumed to 
have been exposed for their entire life. In this way, the left truncation – of interest here – creates 
the scenario where being observed conditions subjects to having at least lived to the age at which 
they were observed.  This selects for healthier subjects thereby reducing the estimated effect 
through survivor bias.  Similar results are also seen in a European study estimating life 
expectancy changes attributable to reductions in mean ambient PM2.5 levels [18], where the 
oldest subjects saw the least gain in life expectancy.   
In addition to attenuating the magnitude of the estimated effect, the variance on the estimate 
also decreased.  The results suggest that a near linear relationship exists between the attenuation 
of the effect and the attenuation of the associated standard errors.  This is not that unexpected 
given that the range of outcomes decreases as the truncation age increases.  For example 
someone sampled at, or after, 85 years of age cannot die before 85 years, thereby decreasing the 
outcome space (it is extremely unlikely to live past 120 years of age) and invariably this 
decreases the potential variability in the outcome.   
The simulation results also show the effect that left truncation had on statistical power.  In 
the least truncated simulation datasets, non-significant results are seen at the lowest exposure 
levels – for simulations which are truncated at or before 40 years.  Given that the simulation 
study used what were expected to be grossly inflated effect sizes, i.e. 7 years lost over 35 µg/m3 
contrast, there is the potential that this kind of marginal structural model may be underpowered 
when the expected size of the effect is likely in the range 0.1-2 years [17, 18, 60].  To compound 
issues of statistical power related to left truncation, the additional imprecision imparted by 
having to implement IPCW methods to adjust for right censoring may further reduced power.  It 
appears that the IPCW step in estimating the exposure-response curve may likely have a 
significant impact on our ability to detect a significant effect, as in the simulation; it contributes 
to a 29% increase in the size of the confidence interval.  
Studies specifically using the ACS CPS II cohort to estimate health effects relationships 
between air pollution and cause specific mortality outcomes have shown the association of air 
pollution with IHD to be particularly strong [30, 33].  These studies differed from the results 
presented here, however, because they included more than twice the subjects, including those 
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who were current and former smokers.  The findings here are suggestive of a relationship but 
with limited precision in the smaller sample of never-smokers.  In combination with the 
simulation results, the exposure-response results using the ACS suggest that potential issues 
related to statistical power may result in additional imprecision of the estimated curve when 
using GAM to estimate a marginal structural model.  
Previous studies in the United States have reported positive findings examining changes in 
life expectancy attributable to air pollution [17, 20, 60], though some interest remains in 
improving these estimates due to the ecologic nature of their associated exposure assessments 
and in some cases the ecologic study designs [17, 20].   In China, research indicates that for 
every 100 µg/m3 of total suspended particulates (TSP), there is an expected 3 years of life lost 
[19].  When this estimate is translated to exposure levels more commonly seen in the U.S. 
(average TSP in US ~ 39 µg/m3) we might expect 1.2 years of life lost. Differences in the 
constituents of the particles may, however, play a role in the toxic effects experienced by the 
exposed populations.  Research by Kleinman et al. [10] suggests that the sorbed semi-volatile 
compounds on particles may be the offending culprit when it comes to atherosclerotic 
progression – likely a major contributor to IHD mortality [1, 11].   The concentration and species 
profile of the semi-volatile compounds, which are dependent on industrial practices, government 
regulations, and mobile sources, may enhance or attenuate their toxic effect in some locales.   
Studies using the ACS cohort, specifically, have found an increased hazard associated with 
exposure to ambient PM2.5 and IHD mortality.  This was found at the state level in California 
with a hazard ratio of 1.11 (CI: 1.05-1.18) over the interquartile range of exposure, after 
controlling for a number of individual and ecologic confounders [33].  At the national level, 
increased risk was also found in the ACS reanalysis project where exposures were assigned at 
the metropolitan statistical area, with a reported hazard ratio of 1.12 (1.09-1.16) and 1.15(1.11 – 
1.20) depending on the PM2.5 exposure estimate used – whether historical (1979-1983) or more 
recent (1999-2000), respectively [30].   More recently, a study that examined effect modification 
of the PM2.5 exposure-IHD mortality association, by hypertension and diabetes found that these 
factors did increase risk [HR = 1.36 (CI:1.17-1.58) and HR = 1.31 (CI: 1.14-1.51), respectively] 
[28]. 
In a study by Pope and colleagues [20], in which the exposure-response curve was estimated 
for the hazard of mortality – they related combined ambient PM2.5 with likely particulate 
exposure from smoking to IHD, cardiovascular and cardiopulmonary mortality and found non-
linear relationships.  In that study, the non-linearity in the response was potentially confounded 
by differences in the sources of the PM2.5 exposure.  With the very lowest points on the curve 
associated with ambient PM2.5 and all others associated with smoking exposure, it becomes 
difficult to conclude that the non-linearity is causal.  Additionally, the difference between the 
lowest exposure point on the curve and the first smoking exposure level is an order of magnitude 
difference in exposure.  The average estimated daily exposure from ambient PM2.5 was 0.18 
mg/day while the lowest smoking group’s dose was 18 mg/day.  Our research attempts to fill in 
the gap between the two, but even in the highest exposed (~28 µg/m3) in the analysis presented 
here; the estimated daily exposure is only 0.50 mg/day.  
Limitations in this study include the lack of information on residential mobility after 
enrollment; this likely impacts the exposure assessment as it was based on baseline place of 
residence.   A study looking at the mobility characteristics of the ACS cohort found that older 
people moved less, those that were more educated moved more; those who were married moved 
more; and that the net interstate migration pattern was away from the north east [61].  The north 
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east of the United States has historically has been the center of raw material production, 
transportation, and industrial and consumer product manufacturing [62].  Also, through the 
1980’s and 90’s, the general pattern of migration has been to the away from cities and into 
suburban areas [63].  These patterns, in combination, suggest that exposures might be 
overestimated as the general of migration has been away from major sources of air pollution, 
whether manufacturing and industry or mobile sources within cities.  Structural exposure 
misclassification, of this kind, leads to underestimation of the health effect.  Subjects’ whose true 
exposure is lower, incorrectly attribute the health effect to one that is higher making the effect 
size for a given exposure level seem lower than it should be.  Additionally, the simulation study 
illustrates the attenuation effect that left truncation has on the estimation of years of life lost. 
Despite these limitations, this study’s strengths include the use of machine learning methods 
to evaluate and choose the best model describing the association between air pollution and IHD 
mortality.  The analysis is conducted on a cohort of never-smokers chosen to reduce the 
likelihood of residual confounding due to smoking status.  And due to the large size of the ACS 
CPS II cohort, this subset is relatively large with 17,627 observed IHD deaths from amongst the 
298,704 never-smokers.  While only baseline individual information was collected from the 
cohort, which included demographic, lifestyle, occupational and health status data, the analysis 
dataset is bolstered by an exposure model assigned to individuals’ place of residence.  The 
analysis also benefited from a large set of ecologic covariates that describe their residential 
neighborhoods; they likely contextualize their individual socioeconomic status and better control 
for confounding.   
This exposure-response curve estimation analysis of never-smokers in the ACS cohort 
suggests a decrease in life expectancy among those who die of IHD with increasing PM2.5 
exposure. We are, however, unable to find a curve that reached statistical significance at the 95% 
confidence criteria.   An inflection point in the exposure-response relationship is observed near 
10 µg/m3 – the larger slope is seen below 10 µg/m3.  Both left truncation and right censoring 
may play a role in the imprecision of the estimate. The Monte Carlo simulation illustrates how 
left truncation attenuates the estimate of years of life lost.  In the other simulation study, where 
the additional step of estimating the IPCW censoring weights to adjust for right censoring is 
combined with left-truncated observations, the imprecision is magnified. The homogeneity in 
effect size found between never-smokers and the entire cohort is further evidence that the left 
truncation and the censoring weight estimation are the most likely explanation for the suggestive 
but imprecise effects on years of life lost.  Taken together with additional bias and imprecision 
likely introduced due to exposure misclassification resulting from missing residential mobility, 
while there may be an effect of ambient PM2.5 on the life expectancy of those who die of IHD, 
this cannot be directly confirmed with this dataset. 
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Chapter 5 
Key findings, contributions and future directions 
OVERVIEW 
Improvements in air pollution health effects assessments are presented with the aim to 
enhance our understanding of the contribution of air pollution exposure to burden of disease.   
Chapter 2 presents results from a national-level particulate matter less than 2.5 microns in 
aerodynamic diameter (PM2.5) air pollution exposure assessment study.  Findings from this study 
identified a deficiency in the supporting data, namely local estimates of traffic with national 
coverage.  In Chapter 3, novel traffic estimation methods are developed and implemented to 
estimate annual average daily traffic (AADT) based on local observations.  Finally, burden of 
disease attributable to ambient PM2.5 – through the estimation of years of lost life – is presented 
in Chapter 4.  In doing so, the thesis contributes several novel findings that inform risk of air 
pollution exposure to mortality, but also to other areas of research, which might employ the 
methods developed here.  This final chapter synthesizes these results in the context of their key 
findings and unique contributions with a conspectus of future directions for related research.    
 
KEY FINDINGS AND CONTRIBUTIONS 
PM2.5 exposure modeling 
Ambient fine particulate matter exhibits spatiotemporal variability at multiple scales, which 
presents challenges to estimating exposures for health effects assessment.  Here we created a 
model to predict ambient PM2.5 across the contiguous United States to be applied to health 
effects modeling. Combining a land use regression model (LUR), selected with a machine 
learning method, and Bayesian Maximum Entropy (BME) interpolation of the LUR space-time 
residuals, a hybrid approach was developed. The PM2.5 dataset included 104,172 monthly 
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observations at 1,464 monitoring locations with approximately 10% of locations reserved for 
cross-validation across the contiguous United States. In the LUR, variables based on remote 
sensing estimates of PM2.5, land use and traffic indicators were made available to the 
Deletion/Substitution/Addition [1] machine learning algorithm used to select predictive models 
of describing local variability in PM2.5.  Two modeling configurations were tested.  The first 
included all of the available covariates; and the second did not include the remote sensing.  The 
remote sensing variable was not based on any ground information.  
In part, the impetus for creating a LUR with a remote sensing variable was to investigate 
whether the spatial scale of variability of the remote sensing could be improved upon.  The 
resolution of the remote sensing surface was 0.1 by 0.1 degrees, or approximately 9-by-9 
kilometers.  With PM2.5 showing variability at the scale of 10’s to 100’s of meters [2], the benefit 
of being able to calibrate and downscale remote sensing estimates – in an attempt to reduce 
exposure misclassification – could make study areas available for other research where only 
limited ground observations are present.  We found that we were able to identify within grid cell 
variability using the LUR approach to downscale the remote sensing grid.    
Specific results showed that normalized cross-validated R2 values for LUR were 0.63 and 
0.11 with and without remote sensing, respectively; suggesting remote sensing is a strong 
predictor of ground-level concentrations. In the models including the BME interpolation of the 
residuals, the cross-validated R2 was 0.79 for both configurations; the model without remotely 
sensed data described more fine-scale variation than the model including remote sensing.   Our 
results suggest that our modeling framework effectively predicts ground-level concentrations of 
PM2.5 at multiple scales over the contiguous U.S.   
In addition to creating an exposure model that is now publicly available for use by other 
researchers, this effort contributes substantively in other ways.  We were able to show that value 
could added to a remote sensing model by fusing land use information at a more resolved scale 
to obtain an estimator which varies at the likely scale of the exposure.  More importantly, we 
demonstrated that the hybrid approach which included machine-learning methods is a 
methodological direction deserving of attention for air pollution exposure modeling.   
Creating LUR models has in the past been an exercise accomplished by researchers using 
manual or standard automated methods that are both heavily influenced by the researcher’s 
biases and tend to mischaracterize predictive capacity due to a lack of or insufficient cross-
validation.  By using the DSA algorithm, we were able to alleviate both of these concerns 
simultaneously.   The DSA algorithm evaluated nearly every reasonable polynomial basis 
function of covariates to get at the best model.  All potential models were evaluated using v-fold 
cross-validation, which has optimal properties for model selection [3] and the only the cross-
validation results were used to select models.  Even with this “hands off” approach, the selected 
variables were congruous with our understanding of the local pollution sources in light of 
limitations to the covariate dataset.  Covariates that would intuitively be considered either 
sources or sinks, had the appropriate positive or negative sign on their coefficients.     
By hybridizing the estimation procedure with BME interpolation, we were able to nearly 
eliminate the impact that limitations of the LUR method has on predicting in the spatio-temporal 
domain. From these results we might conjecture that the hybrid- or ensemble-model will be 
better than any individual model when the true model is unknown and the data are composed of a 
mixture distribution.   
Another motivation was to assess the relative contribution of traffic to PM2.5 levels. We 
found that due to high collinearity, traffic and remote sensing variables could not be included in 
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the same model. Without remote sensing in the model, traffic becomes the most important 
predictor. The model results, therefore, represent the first attempt to incorporate traffic estimates 
into a national level PM2.5 exposure model. Recently published epidemiological studies [4, 5] 
have employed this hybrid model with traffic as a key predictor and have shown that the risks 
observed were consistently higher than what was reported in earlier studies based solely on 
ground information from government monitoring data. This is suggestive of an important role of 
particles emanating from traffic, which are one of the larger single sources [6], and may have 
toxicologically enriched components [7].  Although supported by a huge data set of 1,260,726 
traffic point counts, we relied on a relatively basic means of imputing traffic based on the median 
observed values by road class within a county. This likely led to some level of imprecision in the 
national-level estimates of traffic, which motivated the next major chapter on improving 
estimates of traffic exposure for large-area studies. 
 
Traffic estimation with network interpolation 
In one of the two modeling configurations investigated in the PM2.5 exposure assessment 
model (Chapter 2), traffic was identified as a key predictor. The traffic variable used there was 
based on a model whose estimates were informed by median traffic levels within regional 
categories. Traffic is thought to be a major source of ambient PM2.5 [6].  In an effort to produce 
traffic estimates more representative of local conditions to characterize local-scale variability in 
air pollution prediction estimates, novel methods were developed that extend the work of Chua 
and others [8].  These investigators were able to demonstrate optimal properties of using 
covariance-weighted estimators for prediction on a small (30 links) electronic communications 
network. 
The network interpolation estimation tool described in Chapter 3 was created using free 
open-source software, namely Python 2.7 and its related libraries. It was applied to two county 
study areas in California, USA (Alameda and Los Angeles), and both IDW and kriging annual 
average daily traffic (AADT) models were estimated.  These estimates were compared to: each 
other; to an entirely independent dataset; and against a traffic model using similar methods to 
those used in the traffic estimates employed in the exposure model in Chapter 2.  
The original intent of this work was to create a national-level traffic model. During the 
inception of this research, a national-level traffic dataset with spatially correct geographic data 
became available.  Currently the United States Department of Transportation, Office of the 
Assistant Secretary for Research and Technology (http://www.rita.dot.gov/), through the Bureau 
of Transportation Statistics has a national-level traffic model called the High Performance 
Monitoring System (HPMS).  This dataset has relatively good coverage over major roads and 
freeways in the United States; however, in California major urban arterial traffic routes are not 
characterized.  To develop a method, to better characterize California traffic, the two county 
study areas were chosen with the auxiliary benefit of supporting research on the Black Women’ 
Health Study [9, 10]. 
Results in the two study areas show different levels of predictive agreement.  Using cross-
validation methods, the coefficient of determination for these models were 0.36 and 0.32 in 
Alameda and 0.46 and 0.47 in Los Angeles, for IDW and kriging, respectively.  Differences in 
model performance seen between and within the study areas suggest that data issues may have 
materially contributed to discrepancies in predictive capacity.  Issues of temporal discordance in 
the measurements and mischaracterization of road types were identified as the two main issues 
likely affecting measures of predictive performance in the two study areas.  In spite of these 
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issues, when compared to methods based on median traffic levels within regional categories, this 
method was significantly superior, with regional-median based methods only producing cross-
validated R2 values of 0.02 and 0.18 in Alameda and Los Angeles, respectively.  
Creating estimates of the distribution of traffic representative of local conditions was done to 
improve understanding of the role of local contributors of PM2.5 in the ambient to reductions in 
health quality for future research.  As previously mentioned, the original intent of this piece of 
research was to create a national-level traffic model, but due to excessive delays in third-party 
processing and licensing of the traffic data, this was not possible in this thesis.  More recently, I 
had been involved in a project with the California Department of Public Health to estimate traffic 
for the entire State of California.  While originally developed and tested in comparatively smaller 
study areas, the program scales well and produces results as would be expected in a length of 
time that would not be a hindrance to any study agenda.  For the State of California, on the 
500,000 links that represent every major road and highway, that is not a freeway, it took at most 
three hours on a conventional Windows PC workstation (16GB of RAM and a 2.5GHz multicore 
processor) to create the prediction model. 
Both the IDW and kriging interpolation tools are available through the Github website under 
a permissive free software license to be used as is, or with freedom to make modifications as 
necessary to suit a given research project. The results of these network-based traffic estimation 
methods are superior to regional data-based estimates; I anticipate that this will help reduce 
exposure misclassification and consequently increase our understanding about how local sources 
contribute to community level health. 
 
Exposure-response modeling 
Much of the previous research estimating the burden of disease due to particulate air 
pollution has pooled health risk estimates derived from a number of studies [11-13] or used 
ecologic design to estimate years of lost life [14, 15].  With the growing number of larger 
individual cohorts like the Nurses’ Health Study [16], California Teachers Study [17], and large 
census cohorts [18], methods to characterize the size and shape of the relationship between 
exposure to ambient particles and adverse health outcomes will be increasingly required to 
understand this risk factor to health. 
Some of the more recent research focused on the exposure-response curve for particulate air 
pollution and cardiovascular mortality has found non-linearity in the relationship through a range 
of exposures spanning ambient levels to biomass burning and smoking.  Investigators have 
assumed homogeneity in the toxicity of particles, regardless of source.  They typically assume 
that a given mass of particles from petroleum combustion or smoking has similar toxicity to the 
same quantity of particles from biomass smoke.  Research by Kleinman [19] suggests that the 
toxicity of particles is subtler.  In a mouse model he found that in ambient ultrafine particles the 
toxicity of the particle was attributable to sorbed semi-volatile compounds.  Those looking at the 
toxicity of wood smoke have found conflicting evidence.  In one study, results, suggested that 
wood smoke affects subclinical markers that increase the risk for thrombosis and atherosclerosis, 
such as coagulation parameters and lipid peroxidation [20]. Others, however, have not been able 
to find similar results [21-23]. In light of the current toxicological evidence and the potential 
uncertainty it poses for inference about the size and shape of the exposure-response relationship 
at ambient levels, the research here helps to better inform our understanding of the relationship 
within the ambient range of particulate exposures observed in the United States. 
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Using the American Cancer Society Cancer Prevention Study CPS II (ACS) cohort, an 
exposure-response curve describing the years of life lost attributable to chronic ambient PM2.5 
exposure among never-smokers was estimated in those who died of ischemic heart disease 
(IHD).  Due to uncertainties in the shape of the exposure-response curve – attributable to issues 
mentioned earlier – machine-learning methods were implemented.  The machine-learning 
algorithm added a safeguard against forcing a priori assumptions on the shape of the curve.  
Using a machine-learning algorithm called Super Learner [24] the exposure-response curve was 
estimated using causal inference methods [25, 26] and marginal structural models [27, 28].    
As there has never been similar research conducted with these methods a “proof of concept” 
approach was utilized.  Under this, the specific outcome (IHD) was chosen as it represented the 
largest and most consistent health effect associated with PM2.5 exposure [29] In addition, never 
smokers were selected for the analysis as it was expected that they would be less affected by 
residual unmeasured confounding. 
For the exposure-response analysis, monthly ambient PM2.5 estimates (from the model 
outlined in Chapter 2) were averaged to represent likely chronic exposure at the home.  Super 
Learner evaluated 14 models that fell within the classes of parametric, semi-parametric, and non-
parametric models.   A generalized additive model with splined terms was identified as being 
most predictive of life expectancy.  Over the range of exposure 3-27 µg/m3 the estimated years 
of life lost over this interval was 0.6 years.  This relationship, however, was not linear.  It 
followed the pattern reported in previous studies with increased risk rates at lower exposures and 
a flattening out of the curve at higher exposures.  The inflection point occurred near 10 µg/m3.  
These estimates failed to reach significance at the 95% confidence criteria.  
In the complementary simulation analysis, used to understand the potential effects of both 
left and right censoring that was a characteristic of the ACS cohort, two properties of the 
estimator that affect interpretation of the statistical results were discovered.  As a consequence of 
the left censoring, estimates of year of life lost due were increasingly attenuated as a function of 
increasing left censoring age.  Left censoring also has a small impact on inference derived with 
resampling methods.  With increasing age, the precision of the estimate increased; this may have 
resulted from a decrease in the outcome space, i.e., if you’ve entered the study at 70 years of age, 
you are going to die at some point after, and not before.  But this increase in precision was very 
small.  To account for the effect of right censoring in the cohort, a censoring weighted approach 
was implemented.  The simulation that investigated the effect of estimating the censoring 
weights show two important properties.  First, the estimate was unbiased in comparison to a 
dataset with no right censoring.  Second, estimation of the censoring weights decreased precision 
of the estimate.  
To my knowledge, the research presented in the fourth chapter is the first attempt to directly 
estimate an exposure-response curve describing the expected years of lost life attributable to 
ambient PM2.5 air pollution exposure, in an individual cohort.  What underlies the novel methods 
used is a flexibility to answer a multitude of research questions by defining plausible 
counterfactual scenarios.  For instance, instead of estimating the exposure-response curve (as 
here), the expected benefit of stricter regulatory limits could be tested by comparing the expected 
outcome in the current population to the expected outcome when those above a regulatory 
threshold are brought into compliance.  This flexibility makes it a sound method for risk 
assessment and management practices and has utility in the calculation of burden of disease 
attributable to air pollution. 
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The primary results of this analysis should be viewed in the context of controversy on the use 
of significance testing and conventional confidence intervals to evaluate the merit of health 
effects estimates [30, 31].  Several factors suggest that an association likely exists between PM2.5 
exposure and life expectancy, including: the pattern of risks that indicates years of life lost 
generally increasing with higher exposures; agreement with the non-linearity found by others 
[32, 33]; research reporting the magnitude of life lost [14, 15]; and the results of the simulation 
study which showed that the estimation procedure increased the variability in the estimator. As 
discussed in Chapter 4, the sub-cohort sample of the ACS study population used for the analysis 
(never-smoker with IHD) made it difficult to statistically confirm the PM2.5-life expectancy 
relationship at conventional significance levels. When combined with other issues of left 
censoring, this may have biased the effects toward the null and consequently reduced the 
statistical power to detect and effect.  
 
FUTURE DIRECTIONS 
This research has shown the utility of machine-learning algorithms for improving health 
effects assessments in the field of air pollution epidemiology. These methods can be used to 
create estimates of exposure that characterize multiple scales of variability.  While a full 
machine-learning algorithm was not implemented to estimate the spatio-temporal variability of 
PM2.5 here, such an effort merits future consideration.  The estimation of the years of lost life 
attributable to air pollution, through its correspondence with previous findings, has demonstrated 
the reliability of machine learning to detect non-linear effects. With better data and further 
research on how to effectively deal with the censoring inherent in many of the large important 
cohort studies, the kinds of causal inference methods presented here could be applied to better 
understand the environmental burden of disease and the attributable risk factors.    
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APPENDIX A: Supplemental to Chapter 2 
A.1: Monthly PM2.5 data preparation for the United States 
Daily 24-hour integrated samples were used for this study. The daily average was 
aggregated by month to calculate an overall monthly average for a given monitor.  The 
estimated monthly average was deemed to have sufficient data support if the monitor 
recorded at least 50% of the days of which it was scheduled to sample.  For example, if 
the monitor was scheduled to record every other day, then it had to record at least 8 days 
per month to have sufficient data to support the monthly estimate.  Additionally, we 
limited sampled data to only those that came from Federal Reference Method (FRM) 
monitors as they are considered the "gold standard".  A further investigative analysis into 
ambient concentration values recorded by other monitoring methods showed that those 
other data were biased compared to observations from co-located FRM monitors and may 
have introduced spatially differential errors; these would have impeded our abilities to 
derive defensible models. 
 
Partitioning was accomplished using a purely random selection procedure where a 
uniform random variable (0,1) was constructed for all observations using Stata (Stata 
Corp, College Station, TX).  Individual sites were assigned to one of the two sets using 
the first observation in the sites' sets with a criteria value of 0.1, with the expectation that 
close to a 10-90% split would be obtained.  If the selection variable for a given site was 
less than or equal to 0.1 the entirety of the site's observations were allocated to the cross-
validation dataset, otherwise they were allocated to the training dataset.   
 
The table below shows a cross-tabulation of the EPA classifications for type and land use 
of the monitors used in the study.  There appears to be good coverage in the domains 
where the vast majority of study subjects may reside.  There is an apparent under-
representation of sites that are classified as representing mobile source emissions.  In the 
histogram (also below), the distribution of the traffic-weight variable that was selected by 
the DSA algorithm does not appear to be unduly affected by gross issues of sparsity, with 
only very high traffic levels represented by few sites. 
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Urban – These are FCC codes in a specific urban area with at least 15 traffic count 
points. So, for example, San Francisco FCC A1 has greater than 15 counts and, therefore, 
all FCC1 in the San Francisco urbanized area will be the San Francisco urbanized area 
median  
 
Urban County – These are FCC codes in a specific urban area that does not have at least 
15 traffic count points but the county the link is located in has at least 15 traffic count 
points in urbanized areas generally. In this case we first calculated county‐specific urban 
area‐specific medians (i.e., we would have Los Angeles County—Los Angeles Urban 
Area; Los Angeles County – Lancaster Urbanized Area etc) and then took the mean of 
these values. Only the portion of an urbanized area within a specific county was included 
so that we have Orange County – Los Angeles Urban; Ventura County ‐‐ Los Angeles 
Urban etc because the Los Angeles Urbanized area extends in to several counties. Note 
that we chose to calculate urbanized area‐specific medians first and then average these 
values as opposed to taking the overall median of traffic counts in urbanized areas in a 
county. We did this so that one urbanized area with a significant number of counts didn’t 
unduly influence the rest of the urbanized areas.  
 
Urban County Size – These are links in urban areas that don’t have the required 15 
counts for an FCC AND the county also doesn’t have the required number of urban 
counts. For these instances we broke a a states counties into five size categories Very 
Low (0‐100,000 people), Low (100,001‐ 250,000), Medium (250,001‐1 million), High (1 
million‐2.5 million) and Very High (>2.5 million). Then we calculated the median traffic 
counts using all traffic counts in urban areas in each population size category. 
 
Rural County – This is basically the same as Urban County but for non‐urban areas. 
Links within a county with enough rural counts on a particular FCC are assigned a 
county‐specific (FCC‐specific) median. 
 
Rural County Size – Again, basically the same as the Urban County Size – for links in 
rural areas in counties that don’t have 15+ counts for an FCC, we needed to aggregate 
counties of a particular population size and use these numbers. 
 
A.3: Description of implementation of deletion/substitution/addition 
algorithm and v-fold cross-validation 
The cross-validation scheme for evaluation during modeling section is called v-fold CV.  
With this method, data are partitioned into v training datasets.  At each of v-times, the 
data are trained on v-1 partitions and cross-validated on the left out dataset.  The cross-
validation performance is assessed using the L2 loss function.  The L2 loss function, 
hereafter referred to as the CV risk, is defined as the expectation of the squared cross-
validated error, essentially the mean squared prediction error.  To assess the CV 
performance of a model, each partition contains complete data from each monitor; this 
ensures independence in the CV by making certain that data from a monitor used to train 
a model is not used to assess its performance.  
 
The DSA approach, as implemented here, tests nearly all covariate combinations with 
both polynomial and interaction terms.  A number of parameters are required to 
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implement the DSA algorithm and they specify the size, the level of interaction, the 
polynomial fit of the resultant model, and the number ‘v’ of training sets for v-fold CV. 
We allowed models to have squared polynomial terms and single level interactions with a 
maximum size of 10 predictor covariates. We tested models using 10-fold CV.  This 
means that each candidate model was fit and cross-validated ten times at every step in the 
model building. The selection of the “best” model is done with the assistance of the 
cross-validation plot, which shows the average cross-validated risk as a function of the 
size of the model.  
 
A.4: Bayesian Maximum Entropy interpolation: definition of space/time 
random field and estimator 
4.1 Bayesian Maximum Entropy framework 
We define the primary Space/Time Random Field (STRF) X(p)= X(s,t) - random variable 
at 2-dimensional spatial point s and 1-dimensional temporal point t (in our example PM2.5 
distribution over space and time). Given mapping points pmap=[pdata, pk] consisting of data 
pdata and estimation points pk, let us define the realizations at the mapping points as 
χmap=[χdata, χk] for X(p), where χdata and χk are measurements and an estimate respectively. 
The χdata are further separated into error-free measurements, χhard: 
 
Prob[ X(phard) =hard]=1 (1)
 
and probabilistic data χsoft including a data uncertainty source in terms of the spread 
around a measurement at hand, expressed by: 
 
Prob[X(psoft) <u]= d softu fS ( soft)  (2)
 
where Prob[.], fS(.), and X(psoft) are respectively the probability operator, conditional 
probability density function (pdf), and PM2.5  pollution field at soft data locations psoft. 
We also define mean vector mXmap and covariance matrix cXmap at pmap. More explanation 
regarding the data types and BME equations can be found in the study of Christakos 
(2000). BME maximizes the entropy function (Christakos, 2000, p. 105) given mXmap and 
cXmap, which leads to the Gaussian pdf (prior pdf) provided by: 
 
G (χmap) = N (χmap ; mXmap, cXmap ) (3)
 
where N (.) denotes a normal distribution. Given the site-specific data S={χhard, χsoft}, 
BME uses Bayesian statistics to update the prior pdf (Eq. 3) into the posterior PDF (Eq. 
4) at specific estimation point χk (i.e., 50 km-gridded locations over the U.S. and monthly 
basis in our study): 
 
fK (χk) = fG[χk|S] = A-1 dχsoftfS(χsoft) fG (χmap) (4)
 
where A is a normalization coefficient. Without the soft data - as is the case in this 
application - the non-linear estimator (Eq. 4) becomes a linear estimator provided by: 
 
fK (χk) = Z-1fG (χhard, χk) (5)
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where Z is a normalization coefficient. The most probable mode estimate kˆ of Eq. (5) can 
be derived through: 
 
0 = 
 
kk ˆk
k



 Kf  (6)
 
After mathematical manipulation, the kˆ meeting the condition of Eq. (6) is obtained by: 
 
kˆ = mXk  


n
i kkX
ikX
c
c
1
1
1
(χhard,i -mXhard,i) (7)
 
that corresponds to the simple kriging estimator where 1ikXc  is the ik-th element of the 
inverse covariance matrix of X(p) at its mapping points χmap=[ χhard,1, χhard,2,…, χhard,n, χk]. 
 
4.2. Separable space/time mean offset model (SSTM) 
We assume that a non-homogeneous/non-stationary S/TRF Z(s,t) can be modeled as the 
sum of a spatial mean offset, i.e., a global spatial trend between samples, characterized by 
the land use regression model mZ(s) and a homogeneous/stationary residual X(s,t) as 
follow: 
 
Z(s,t) =  mZ(s) + X(s,t) (8)
 
where the residual X(s,t) is a homogeneous/stationary random field. Modeling the mean 
offset leads to the residual with which to implement BME estimation. As the land use 
regression has estimated mZ(s) this reduces the BME estimation to X(s,t).  
 
Christakos, G., 2000. Modern spatiotemporal geostatistics. Oxford University Press, New 
York.  
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APPENDIX B: Supplemental to Chapter 3 
 
B.1: TrafficMetrix version 10 
In addition to the Dynamap dataset, an additional traffic dataset was acquired, TrafficMetrix 
version 10 (Kalibrate, Florham Park, NJ, USA [formerly KSS Fuels; before that, MSPI inc.]). 
While the Dynamap traffic data came pre-assigned to specific links in the Dynamap shapefile, 
the TrafficMetrix dataset contained point traffic counts representing AADT at selected road links 
across the United States.  These point traffic counts were not associated to any contemporary 
road network shapefile. GBIS Intelligent Direct (Pennsylvania) conflated the TrafficMetrix data 
to the ESRI Streetmaps Premium TomTom first quarter release 2013 dataset (ESRI, Redlands, 
CA).  We later determined that the Streetmaps road network contained too much detail to model 
gross traffic-flow, as it was meant to serve navigation purposes.  We then conflated the 
TomTom-TrafficMetrix traffic assignments to the Dynamap/2000 road network using ArcGIS 10 
(ESRI, Redlands, CA).  
In using the traffic data, the original intent was to restrict data to years after 1990.  In 
Alameda this would have posed a significant problem, as there was already limited available 
data.  Of the 1009 traffic data points, 343 were prior to 1991 and of these 178 were from 1980. In 
addition to normalizing the traffic temporally, the calibration was meant to best use all the 
historical samples. 
 
B.2: Effective rank and the covariance matrix 
During the development of the network kriging program we experienced unreasonable results 
on particular links given the observations we used to estimate for them.  An investigation into 
these spurious results allowed us to determine that there were occasional problems with the 
covariance matrix. By definition, a covariance matrix is symmetric and positive-semidefinite. In 
multivariate statistics, a covariance matrix will violate the positive semidefinite requirement if 
one observation is a linear combination of the others.  This led us to investigate whether 
observations on the network where not independent of each other in some way.  Our initial 
reaction was to think that there were problems with the geographic network, that is, links were 
duplicated. Kriging in Cartesian space with multiple observations at the exact same location 
would manifest similar problems.  This was not the case.  It was determined that under particular 
network-observation configurations that the covariance was not positive-semidefinite when 
adjacent neighboring links with observations where associated to all other observations in 
exactly the same way (see Figure B.2.1).  In this figure, G, the rest of the network is related to 
links b and c in exactly the same way as indicated by the adjacency matrix. 
The original work of Chua et al (2006) identified that the effective rank of the routing matrix 
was actually much smaller than the actual rank of the matrix.  In other words, there is an 
important property of non-independence in the matrix that describes routing paths.  As a 
consequence of this, the algorithm was subject to conditions illustrated by Figure B.2.1, where 
links that were independent on-the-ground, were linearly non-independent in vector space.  This 
specific instance of non-independence caused the covariance to violate the positive semidefinite 
requirement. 
To remedy this issue, we averaged the problematic observations, calculated the kriging 
weights and up-weighted the weight for the averaged links by the number of observations 
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APPENDIX C: Supplemental to Chapter 3 
 
Network Interpolation Python Code 
‘’’ 
Copyright (c) 2014 Bernard S. Beckerman 
All rights reserved. 
 
Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are 
permitted provided that the following conditions are met: 
 
1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of 
conditions and the following disclaimer. 
 
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list 
of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials 
provided with the distribution. 
 
3. Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of its contributors may be 
used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior 
written permission. 
 
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY 
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES 
OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT 
SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, 
INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED 
TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR 
BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN 
CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY 
WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH 
DAMAGE. 
‘’’ 
import numpy as np 
from scipy import sparse 
from scipy.optimize import curve_fit 
import networkx as nx 
from math import sqrt,exp 
import random as rand 
 
######################## 
def sparseIncidenceMatrix(G): 
 nodelist = G.nodes() 
 edgelist = G.edges() 
 node_index = dict( (node,i) for i,node in enumerate(nodelist) ) 
 row1 = [] 
 col1 = [] 
 row2 = [] 
 col2 = [] 
 data = [] 
  
 for ei,e in enumerate(edgelist): 
  (u,v) = e[:2] 
  if u==v: continue 
  try: 
   ui = node_index[u] 
   vi = node_index[v] 
  except KeyError: 
   raise NetworksError('node %s or %s in edgelist''but not in 
nodelist"%(u,v)') 
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  row1[len(row1):] = [ui] 
  col1[len(col1):] = [ei] 
  row2[len(row2):] = [vi] 
  col2[len(col2):] = [ei] 
  
 row = np.array(row1 + row2) 
 col = np.array(col1 + col2) 
 data = np.array([1]*len(row)) 
 matrixSpecs = (data,(row,col)) 
 rowDim = len(G.nodes()) 
 colDim = len(G.edges()) 
 matDim = (rowDim,colDim) 
 sprsNcdnsMat = sparse.coo_matrix(matrixSpecs,shape=matDim) 
 sprsNcdnsMat = sprsNcdnsMat.tocsr() 
 return sprsNcdnsMat 
   
 
######################## 
def _UniqueNeighbors(adjMat,accountant,distanceAcct,loopIteration): 
# Given an accountant(0,1) and new matrix N**(d+1) 
# 1.Identify coord pairs with nonzero entries in new matrix .nonzero() tuple of 
(rows, cols) 
 nonZeroPairs = adjMat.nonzero() 
 rows = nonZeroPairs[0] 
 cols = nonZeroPairs[1] 
 ones = np.array([1]*len(cols)) 
# 2. create csc from coo matrix from (d+1) ordered mtrx with 1s @ non-zero 
locations 
 matDim = adjMat.shape 
 onesAdjMat = sparse.coo_matrix((ones,(rows,cols)), shape = matDim) 
 onesAdjMat = onesAdjMat.tocsc() 
# 3. multiply(x1,x2) new nonzero entries with accountant (intersection) 
 nonUniqueNhbrs = onesAdjMat.multiply(accountant) 
# subtract non unique intersection from (d+1)ordered connection matrix with (0,1) 
 uniqueNhbrs = onesAdjMat - nonUniqueNhbrs  #new connections of (d+1) order 
# 4.add new connections to accountant 
 accountant = accountant + uniqueNhbrs 
 distanceAcct = distanceAcct + (loopIteration+2)*uniqueNhbrs 
# 5.return unique neighbors in csr format and accountants in csc format 
 return uniqueNhbrs.tocsr(),accountant.tocsr(),distanceAcct.tocsr() 
  
 
 
######################## 
#variables to be passed covEst, traf_list, distanceAcct, maxEdgeDist 
def netKriging(traf_list,krigeType,covEst,distanceAcct,maxEdgeDist,minObs = 3,maxObs = 
100): 
  
 #initial variables delineating available and missing data 
 covEst_array = np.array(covEst) 
 traf_array = np.array(traf_list) 
 traf_zeroi = np.where(traf_array==0)[0].tolist() 
 traf_nonzeroi = np.where(traf_array>0)[0] 
 traf_nonzeroI = np.zeros((len(traf_list)),np.int8) 
 traf_nonzeroI[traf_nonzeroi.tolist()] = 1 
 traf_nonzeroI = sparse.csr_matrix(traf_nonzeroI)[0] #here 
 varTraf = traf_array[traf_nonzeroi].var() 
 meanTraf = traf_array[traf_nonzeroi].mean() 
 estTraf = traf_array 
  
 #loop over links without data to be estimated   
 for d in traf_zeroi: 
  linki = d 
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  linkDistAcct = distanceAcct[linki,:][0] 
  distAcct_Traf = linkDistAcct.multiply(traf_nonzeroI) 
  linkTrafi = distAcct_Traf.nonzero()[1].tolist() 
  if len(linkTrafi)<minObs: 
   continue #not enough data 
  linkTraf = traf_array[linkTrafi] 
   
  if len(linkTraf) > maxObs: 
   linkd = 2 
   test = [] #rename 
   dist_TrafArray = 
np.array(distAcct_Traf[distAcct_Traf.nonzero()][0]) 
   while len(test) < maxObs: 
    test = np.where(dist_TrafArray <= linkd)[1].tolist() 
#rename 
    linkd += 1 
   linkTraf = linkTraf[test] 
   linkTrafi = np.array(linkTrafi)[test].tolist() 
   
  if krigeType == 'ordinary': 
   sigmaMat = np.zeros((len(linkTraf)+1 ,len(linkTraf)+1)) 
   for i in range(len(linkTrafi)): 
    sigmaDistRowi = 
distanceAcct[linkTrafi[i],linkTrafi].todense() 
    sigmaDistRowi[sigmaDistRowi==0] = maxEdgeDist 
    sigmaDistRowi = sigmaDistRowi - 1  
    sigmaMat[i,:] = 
np.append(covEst_array[sigmaDistRowi].tolist()[0],[1]) 
   np.fill_diagonal(sigmaMat,varTraf) 
#   sigma =  [Cov,1's] 
#     [1's,0  ] 
   sigmaLastRow = [1]*len(linkTraf) + [0] 
   sigmaMat[len(linkTraf),:] = sigmaLastRow 
   sigmaMat = np.matrix(sigmaMat) 
   
  elif krigeType == 'simple': 
   sigmaMat = np.zeros((len(linkTraf) ,len(linkTraf))) 
   for i in range(len(linkTrafi)): 
    sigmaDistRowi = 
distanceAcct[linkTrafi[i],linkTrafi].todense() 
    sigmaDistRowi[sigmaDistRowi==0] = maxEdgeDist 
    sigmaDistRowi = sigmaDistRowi - 1  
    sigmaMat[i,:] = covEst_array[sigmaDistRowi].tolist()[0] 
   np.fill_diagonal(sigmaMat,0) 
    
   sigmaMat = np.matrix(sigmaMat) 
    
  #covariance values between observation point and traffic locations 
  obsToTrafDist = distanceAcct[linki,linkTrafi].todense() 
  obsToTrafCov = np.matrix(np.append(covEst_array[obsToTrafDist-
1].tolist()[0],[1])) 
   
  #Covariance weights = inv(sigma)*transpose(obsToTrafCov)   
  sigmaInv = np.linalg.solve(sigmaMat,np.eye(np.shape(sigmaMat)[0])) 
  if krigeType == 'ordinary': 
   weightsWithLagrange = sigmaInv*obsToTrafCov.transpose() 
   weights = weightsWithLagrange[0:len(weightsWithLagrange)-1] 
   trafData = np.matrix(linkTraf) 
   est = weights.transpose()*trafData.transpose()[0,0] 
  elif krigeType == 'simple': 
   weights = sigmaInv*obsToTrafCov[0,0:len(linkTraf)].transpose() 
   trafData = np.matrix(linkTraf) - meanTraf 
   est = weights.transpose()*trafData.transpose() 
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   est = est[0,0] + meanTraf 
    
  #Kriging Estimation 
  estTraf[linki] = est 
   
 return estTraf 
  
 
######################## 
def attributeExtract(G,FID,traf_field): 
 FID_map = [] 
 traf_list = [] 
 numberOfLinks = len(G.edges()) 
 numberOfSplits = numberOfLinks/50000 
 remainder = numberOfLinks%50000 
  
 for n in xrange(numberOfSplits): 
  begin = 50000*n 
  end = 50000*(n+1) 
  dataxtract = G.edges(data=True)[begin:end] 
   
  for i in xrange(len(dataxtract)): 
   FID_map[len(FID_map):] = [dataxtract[i][2][FID]] 
   traf_list[len(traf_list):] = [dataxtract[i][2][traf_field]] 
  
 if remainder > 0: 
  if numberOfSplits == 0: 
   begin = 0 
  else: 
   begin = 50000*numberOfSplits 
  end = numberOfLinks 
   
  dataxtract = G.edges(data=True)[begin:end] 
   
  for i in xrange(len(dataxtract)): 
   FID_map[len(FID_map):] = [dataxtract[i][2][FID]] 
   traf_list[len(traf_list):] = [dataxtract[i][2][traf_field]] 
    
 return FID_map,traf_list 
######################## 
 
def _CovarEmpirical(distanceAcct,data,maxEdgeDist): 
 data_array = np.array(data) 
 data_nonzeroi = np.where(data_array>0)[0] 
 nonzero_list = data_nonzeroi.tolist() 
 meanData = data_array[data_nonzeroi].mean() 
 varData = data_array[data_nonzeroi].var() 
 upperMat = sparse.triu(distanceAcct,format='csr') 
  
 covariogram = [varData] 
  
 for d in xrange(maxEdgeDist): 
  covTotal = 0 #d 
  covCounter = 0 #d 
  for i in nonzero_list: 
   indiceForD = np.where(upperMat[i,:].todense()==d+1)[1].tolist()[0] 
   if len(indiceForD)==0: continue 
   obs_i = data[i] 
   obs_d = data_array[indiceForD] 
   nonzeroObsi = np.where(obs_d>0)[0].tolist() 
   if len(nonzeroObsi)==0: continue 
   covX = obs_i - meanData 
   covY = obs_d[nonzeroObsi] - meanData 
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   covXY = covX*covY 
   covTotal += covXY.sum() 
   covCounter+= len(covXY) 
  if covCounter==0: 
   covario_d = None 
  else: 
   covario_d = covTotal/covCounter 
   
  covariogram += [covario_d] 
  
 return covariogram 
 
######################## 
def cov_sphere(h,s,v): 
 return (s**2)*(1-1.5*(h/v)+0.5*((h/v)**3)) 
 
def cov_exponential(h,s,v): 
 return (s**2)*2.718282**(-v*h)  
 
def cov_gaussian(h,s,v): 
 return (s**2)*2.718282**(-v*(h**2)) 
 
def _CovarModel(covEst): 
 cov_array = np.array(covEst)  
 p0_sphere = [sqrt(covEst[0]),float(len(covEst))] 
 p0_exp = [sqrt(covEst[0]),1.0] 
 x=np.array(range(len(covEst))).astype(float) 
 param_sphere,covshp = curve_fit(cov_sphere,x,covEst,p0=p0_sphere) 
 param_exp,covexp = curve_fit(cov_exponential,x,covEst,p0=p0_exp) 
 param_gau,covgau = curve_fit(cov_gaussian,x,covEst,p0=p0_exp)  
 pred1 = [] 
 pred2 = [] 
 pred3 = [] 
 for i in range(len(covEst)): 
  pred1 += [cov_sphere(i,param_sphere[0],param_sphere[1])] 
  pred2 += [cov_exponential(i,param_exp[0],param_exp[1])] 
  pred3 += [cov_gaussian(i,param_gau[0],param_gau[1])] 
 predict = np.array([pred1,pred2,pred3]) 
 res1 = np.array(covEst) - np.array(pred1) 
 res2 = np.array(covEst) - np.array(pred2) 
 res3 = np.array(covEst) - np.array(pred3) 
 MSE1 = np.power(res1,2).mean() 
 MSE2 = np.power(res2,2).mean() 
 MSE3 = np.power(res3,2).mean() 
 MSE = np.array([MSE1,MSE1,MSE3]) 
 R2 = 1-MSE/cov_array.var() 
 k = np.where(MSE == MSE.min())[0][0] 
 return {'model_sphere':pred1,'model_exponential':pred2,'model_gaussian':pred3, 
              
'best':predict[k,:].tolist(),'R2_sphere':R2[0],'R2_exp':R2[1],'R2_gau':R2[2],'empirica
l':covEst} 
 
def modelCovariogram(data,distanceAcct,maxEdgeDist): 
 cov_emp = _CovarEmpirical(distanceAcct,data,maxEdgeDist) 
 model_hat = _CovarModel(cov_emp) 
 return model_hat['best'],model_hat 
  
######################## 
 
def var_linear(h,c0,v): 
 return c0 + v*h 
 
def var_sphere(h,c0,s,v):  
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 return c0+(s)*(1.5*(h/v)-0.5*((h/v)**3)) 
 
def var_exponential(h,c0,s,v): 
 return c0 + (s)*(1-2.718282**(-v*h)) 
 
def var_gaussian(h,c0,s,v): 
 return c0 + (s)*(1-2.718282**(-v*(h**2))) 
 
def var_rationalQ(h,c0,s,v): 
 return c0+(s*h)/(1+h**2/v) 
 
def _SemivarModel(varEst): 
 var_array = np.array(varEst) 
 p0_sphere = [0,var_array.max()/2.0,1.0*len(varEst)] 
 x=np.array(range(len(varEst))).astype(float) 
 param_sphere,varshp = curve_fit(var_sphere,x,var_array,p0=p0_sphere)  
 pred = []  
 for i in range(len(var_array)): 
  pred += [var_sphere(i,param_sphere[0],param_sphere[1],param_sphere[2])] 
 res = np.array(varEst) - np.array(pred) 
 MSE = np.power(res,2).mean() 
 R2 = 1 - MSE/var_array.var() 
 return {'best':pred,'R2_sphere':R2} 
 
######################## 
def _VarioEmpirical(distanceAcct,data,maxEdgeDist): 
 data_array = np.array(data) 
 data_nonzeroi = np.where(data_array>0)[0] 
 nonzero_list = data_nonzeroi.tolist() 
 upperMat = sparse.triu(distanceAcct,format='csr') 
  
 variogram = [0] 
  
 for d in xrange(maxEdgeDist): 
  varioTotal = 0 
  varioCounter = 0 
  for i in nonzero_list: 
   indiceForD = np.where(upperMat[i,:].todense()==d+1)[1].tolist()[0] 
   if len(indiceForD)==0: continue 
   obs_i = data[i] 
   obs_d = data_array[indiceForD] 
   nonzeroObsi = np.where(obs_d>0)[0].tolist() 
   if len(nonzeroObsi)==0: continue 
   diff = 1.0*(obs_d - obs_i) 
   diff_sq = diff**2 
   varioTotal += diff_sq.sum() 
   varioCounter+= len(diff_sq) 
  if varioCounter==0: 
   vario_d = None 
  else: 
   vario_d = varioTotal/varioCounter 
   
  variogram += [vario_d] 
  
 return variogram 
  
def modelVariogram(data,distanceAcct,maxEdgeDist): 
 var_hat = _VarioEmpirical(distanceAcct,data,maxEdgeDist) 
 model_hat = _SemivarModel(var_hat) 
 model_hat['best'] = var_hat 
 return model_hat 
  
######################## 
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def netOrdKrig(listOfTraf,covariance,distanceAcct,maxEdgeDist,minObs,maxObs): 
  
 #initial variables delineating available and missing data 
 covEst_array = np.array(covariance) 
 traf_array = np.array(listOfTraf) 
 traf_zeroi = np.where(traf_array==0)[0].tolist() 
 traf_nonzeroi = np.where(traf_array>0)[0] 
 traf_nonzeroI = np.zeros((len(listOfTraf)),np.int8) 
 traf_nonzeroI[traf_nonzeroi.tolist()] = 1 
 traf_nonzeroI = sparse.csr_matrix(traf_nonzeroI)[0] #here 
 varTraf = traf_array[traf_nonzeroi].var() 
 meanTraf = traf_array[traf_nonzeroi].mean() 
 estTraf = list(listOfTraf) 
  
 #loop over links without data to be estimated   
 for d in traf_zeroi: 
  linki = d 
  linkDistAcct = distanceAcct[linki,:][0] 
  distAcct_Traf = linkDistAcct.multiply(traf_nonzeroI) 
  linkTrafi = distAcct_Traf.nonzero()[1].tolist() 
  if len(linkTrafi)<minObs: 
   continue #not enough data 
  linkTraf = traf_array[linkTrafi] 
   
  if len(linkTraf) > maxObs: 
   linkd = 2 
   _maxObsi = []  
   dist_TrafArray = 
np.array(distAcct_Traf[distAcct_Traf.nonzero()][0]) 
   while len(_maxObsi) < maxObs: 
    _maxObsi = np.where(dist_TrafArray <= linkd)[1].tolist()  
    linkd += 1 
   linkTraf = linkTraf[_maxObsi] 
   linkTrafi = np.array(linkTrafi)[_maxObsi].tolist() 
   
  #Creation of semivance matrix 
  sigmaMat = np.zeros((len(linkTraf)+1 ,len(linkTraf)+1)) 
  for i in range(len(linkTrafi)): 
   sigmaDistRowi = distanceAcct[linkTrafi[i],linkTrafi].todense()# 
   sigmaDistRowi[sigmaDistRowi==0] = maxEdgeDist 
   sigmaDistRowi = sigmaDistRowi 
   sigmaMat[i,:] = 
np.append(covEst_array[sigmaDistRowi].tolist()[0],[1]) 
  np.fill_diagonal(sigmaMat,covEst_array[0]) 
#  sigma =  [SVar,1's] 
#    [1's,0  ] 
  sigmaLastRow = [1]*len(linkTraf) + [0] 
  sigmaMat[len(linkTraf),:] = sigmaLastRow 
  sigmaMat = np.matrix(sigmaMat) 
   
  #covariance values between observation point and traffic locations 
  obsToTrafDist = distanceAcct[linki,linkTrafi].todense() 
  obsToTrafCov = 
np.matrix(np.append(covEst_array[obsToTrafDist].tolist()[0],[1])) 
   
  sigmaInv = np.linalg.solve(sigmaMat,np.eye(np.shape(sigmaMat)[0])) 
   
  weightsWithLagrange = sigmaInv*obsToTrafCov.transpose() 
  weights = weightsWithLagrange[0:len(weightsWithLagrange)-1] 
  trafData = np.matrix(linkTraf) 
  est = (weights*trafData)[0,0] 
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  estTraf[linki] = {'est':est, 
'trafData':trafData,'weights':weights,'sigmaInv':sigmaInv,'obsToTrafCov':obsToTrafCov, 
                    
'obsToTrafDist':obsToTrafDist,'sigmaMat':sigmaMat,'linkTraf':linkTraf,'linkTrafi':link
Trafi,'linki':linki} 
   
 return estTraf 
   
################################################################################ 
def netSimpKrig(listOfTraf,covariance,distanceAcct,maxEdgeDist,minObs,maxObs): 
  
 #initial variables delineating available and missing data 
 covEst_array = np.array(covariance) 
 traf_array = np.array(listOfTraf) 
 traf_zeroi = np.where(traf_array==0)[0].tolist() 
 traf_nonzeroi = np.where(traf_array>0)[0] 
 traf_nonzeroI = np.zeros((len(listOfTraf)),np.int8) 
 traf_nonzeroI[traf_nonzeroi.tolist()] = 1 
 traf_nonzeroI = sparse.csr_matrix(traf_nonzeroI)[0] #here 
 varTraf = traf_array[traf_nonzeroi].var() 
 meanTraf = traf_array[traf_nonzeroi].mean() 
 estTraf = list(listOfTraf) 
  
 #loop over links without data to be estimated   
 for d in traf_zeroi: 
  linki = d 
  linkDistAcct = distanceAcct[linki,:][0] 
  distAcct_Traf = linkDistAcct.multiply(traf_nonzeroI) 
  linkTrafi = distAcct_Traf.nonzero()[1].tolist() 
  if len(linkTrafi)<minObs: 
   continue #not enough data 
  linkTraf = traf_array[linkTrafi] 
   
  if len(linkTraf) > maxObs: 
   linkd = 2 
   _maxObsi = []  
   dist_TrafArray = 
np.array(distAcct_Traf[distAcct_Traf.nonzero()][0]) 
   while len(_maxObsi) < maxObs: 
    _maxObsi = np.where(dist_TrafArray <= linkd)[1].tolist()  
    linkd += 1 
   linkTraf = linkTraf[_maxObsi] 
   linkTrafi = np.array(linkTrafi)[_maxObsi].tolist() 
   
  #Creation of covariance matrix 
  sigmaMat = np.zeros((len(linkTraf) ,len(linkTraf))) 
  for i in range(len(linkTrafi)): 
   sigmaDistRowi = distanceAcct[linkTrafi[i],linkTrafi].todense() 
   sigmaDistRowi[sigmaDistRowi==0] = maxEdgeDist 
   sigmaDistRowi = sigmaDistRowi 
   sigmaMat[i,:] = covEst_array[sigmaDistRowi].tolist()[0] 
  np.fill_diagonal(sigmaMat,covEst_array[0]) 
  sigmaMat = np.matrix(sigmaMat) 
   
  #covariance values between observation point and traffic locations 
  obsToTrafDist = distanceAcct[linki,linkTrafi].todense() 
  obsToTrafCov = np.matrix(covEst_array[obsToTrafDist].tolist()[0]) 
   
  sigmaInv = np.linalg.solve(sigmaMat,np.eye(np.shape(sigmaMat)[0])) 
  weights = sigmaInv*obsToTrafCov[0,0:len(linkTraf)].transpose() 
  trafData = np.matrix(linkTraf) - meanTraf 
  est = weights.transpose()*trafData.transpose() 
  est = est[0,0] + meanTraf 
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  estTraf[linki] = {'est':est, 
'trafData':trafData,'weights':weights,'sigmaInv':sigmaInv,'obsToTrafCov':obsToTrafCov, 
                    
'obsToTrafDist':obsToTrafDist,'sigmaMat':sigmaMat,'linkTraf':linkTraf,'linkTrafi':link
Trafi,'linki':linki} 
   
 return estTraf 
   
################################################################################ 
def _SubNetIDW(listOfTraf,distanceAcct,maxEdgeDist,minObs,maxObs): 
  
 #initial variables delineating available and missing data 
 traf_array = np.array(listOfTraf) 
 traf_zeroi = np.where(traf_array==0)[0].tolist() 
 traf_nonzeroi = np.where(traf_array>0)[0] 
 traf_nonzeroI = np.zeros((len(listOfTraf)),np.int8) 
 traf_nonzeroI[traf_nonzeroi.tolist()] = 1 
 traf_nonzeroI = sparse.csr_matrix(traf_nonzeroI)[0] #here 
 varTraf = traf_array[traf_nonzeroi].var() 
 meanTraf = traf_array[traf_nonzeroi].mean() 
 estTraf = list(listOfTraf) 
  
 #loop over links without data to be estimated   
 for d in traf_zeroi: 
  linki = d 
  linkDistAcct = distanceAcct[linki,:][0] 
  distAcct_Traf = linkDistAcct.multiply(traf_nonzeroI) 
  linkTrafi = distAcct_Traf.nonzero()[1].tolist() 
  if len(linkTrafi)<minObs: 
   continue #not enough data 
  linkTraf = traf_array[linkTrafi] 
   
  if len(linkTraf) > maxObs: 
   linkd = 2 
   _maxObsi = []  
   dist_TrafArray = 
np.array(distAcct_Traf[distAcct_Traf.nonzero()][0]) 
   while len(_maxObsi) < maxObs: 
    _maxObsi = np.where(dist_TrafArray <= linkd)[1].tolist()  
    linkd += 1 
   linkTraf = linkTraf[_maxObsi] 
   linkTrafi = np.array(linkTrafi)[_maxObsi].tolist() 
   
  #Distance to traffic observations from receptor location 
  obsToTrafDist = distanceAcct[linki,linkTrafi].todense() 
  distTraf = obsToTrafDist.tolist()[0] 
  trafWeights = [] 
  for i in distTraf: 
   trafWeights += [i**-1] 
  weights = np.matrix(trafWeights) 
  trafData = np.matrix(linkTraf) 
  est = trafData*weights.transpose()/weights.sum() 
  estTraf[linki] = est.tolist()[0][0] 
     
 return estTraf 
  
def netIDW(listOfTraf,distanceAcct,maxEdgeDist,minObs,maxObs,iterations): 
 outEst = list(listOfTraf) 
 counter = 1 
 while any(np.array(outEst)==0) and counter <= iterations: 
  estTest = np.array(outEst) 
  print "Estimating iteration_# ", counter, " #_ of 50 complete" 
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  outEst = _SubNetIDW(outEst,adjMat_d,15,3,12) 
  if (estTest==np.array(outEst)).all(): break 
  counter += 1 
 return outEst 
######################## 
 
def CVriskEstIDW(data,folds,distanceAcct,maxEdgeDist,iterations=50): 
 data_array = np.array(data) 
 nonzeroi = np.where(data_array != 0)[0] 
 nonzeroi_list = list(nonzeroi) 
 rand.shuffle(nonzeroi_list) 
 rand_indice = np.array(nonzeroi_list) 
 remainder = len(rand_indice)%folds 
 begin = 0 
 numInFold = int(len(rand_indice)/folds) 
 CVresid = [] 
 CVpred = [] 
 CVobs = [] 
  
 for i in range(folds): #identify observations to be used as CV set 
  if i < remainder: 
   end = (numInFold+1)*(i+1) - 1 + begin 
   nullifyi = rand_indice[begin:end+1] 
   begin = end + 1 
  if i >= remainder: 
   end = (numInFold+1)*(remainder) + (numInFold)*(i + 1 - remainder) 
- 1 
   nullifyi = rand_indice[begin:end+1] 
   begin = end + 1 
    
  train = np.array(data) 
  train[nullifyi] = 0 
   
  #Estimate based on training set 
  est = list(train) 
  counter = 1 
   
  while any(np.array(est)==0) and counter <= iterations: 
   estTest = np.array(est) 
   print "Estimating fold ", i+1, ", iteration_# ", counter, " #_ of 
100 complete" 
   est = _SubNetIDW(est,distanceAcct,maxEdgeDist,3,12) 
   if (estTest==np.array(est)).all(): break 
   counter += 1 
    
  #Estimate CV risk based on cv set identified by "nullifyi" 
  predCV = np.array(est)[nullifyi] 
  obsCV = data_array[nullifyi] 
  residCV = obsCV - predCV 
  CVresid += list(residCV) 
  CVpred += list(predCV) 
  CVobs += list(obsCV) 
   
 CVresid = np.array(CVresid) 
 CVpred = np.array(CVpred) 
 CVobs = np.array(CVobs) 
  
 nonzeroPred = np.where(CVpred != 0)[0] 
 CVpredWithEst = CVpred[nonzeroPred] 
  
 CVresid_sq = CVresid[nonzeroPred]**2 
 CVrisk = CVresid_sq.mean() 
 varObs = data_array[nonzeroi].var() 
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 CVresid_mean = CVresid[nonzeroPred].mean() 
  
 CV_R2 = 1-CVrisk/varObs 
  
 return 
{'varObs':varObs,'CVrisk':CVrisk,'CVresid_mean':CVresid_mean,'CV_R2':CV_R2} 
 
 
######################## 
def readNetInterpData(shapefile="shapefile.shp",dataField="Values",ID='id'): 
  
 G = nx.read_shp(shapefile) 
  
 #ordered list mapping roads.edges()[i] to ORIG_FID and and listing all traffic 
data 
 ID_map,data_list = attributeExtract(G,ID,dataField) 
  
 # Define connectivity of network  
 nsdnsMat = sparseIncidenceMatrix(G) #create incidence matrix of roads 
 eyeMat = sparse.identity(len(G.edges()),dtype = np.int8, format = "csc") 
 fullAdjMat = (nsdnsMat.transpose() * nsdnsMat) - (2*eyeMat) 
  
 return 
{'ID_map':ID_map,'data_list':data_list,'nsdnsMat':nsdnsMat,'fullAdjMat':fullAdjMat} 
  
######################## 
def knctDist(adjMat,maxEdgeDist=15): 
 accountant = adjMat 
 distanceAcct = adjMat 
 for d in xrange(maxEdgeDist-1): 
  #Raise adjacency matrix to (d+1) order 
  adjMatNthOrder = adjMat**(d+2) 
  #Test and extract unique connections assigned to new matrix 
  uniqNeighbrs,accountant,distanceAcct = 
_UniqueNeighbors(adjMatNthOrder,accountant,distanceAcct,d) 
  
 acctUpper = sparse.triu(distanceAcct,k=1) 
 acctLower = sparse.tril(distanceAcct,k=-1) 
 distanceAcct = acctUpper + acctLower 
 return distanceAcct 
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Appendix D.2: Years of life lost with confidence intervals for comparison against minimum exposure level 
     
d‐delete 
jack‐knife 95% CI 
leave one out 
jack‐knife 95% CI 
bootstrap 
95% CI 
PM2.5  years lost  lower  upper  lower  upper  lower  upper 
3  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000 
4  ‐0.043  ‐0.099  0.012  ‐0.098  0.012  ‐0.098  0.011 
5  ‐0.086  ‐0.197  0.024  ‐0.197  0.024  ‐0.197  0.022 
6  ‐0.129  ‐0.295  0.037  ‐0.295  0.036  ‐0.295  0.034 
7  ‐0.172  ‐0.393  0.049  ‐0.393  0.048  ‐0.393  0.045 
8  ‐0.212  ‐0.487  0.063  ‐0.487  0.062  ‐0.489  0.056 
9  ‐0.248  ‐0.574  0.079  ‐0.574  0.079  ‐0.578  0.071 
10  ‐0.276  ‐0.650  0.098  ‐0.650  0.097  ‐0.653  0.091 
11  ‐0.297  ‐0.712  0.118  ‐0.712  0.117  ‐0.718  0.111 
12  ‐0.311  ‐0.760  0.138  ‐0.759  0.137  ‐0.768  0.128 
13  ‐0.323  ‐0.799  0.152  ‐0.797  0.151  ‐0.807  0.144 
14  ‐0.339  ‐0.834  0.157  ‐0.832  0.154  ‐0.835  0.149 
15  ‐0.360  ‐0.871  0.151  ‐0.868  0.148  ‐0.875  0.138 
16  ‐0.383  ‐0.907  0.141  ‐0.902  0.137  ‐0.905  0.128 
17  ‐0.404  ‐0.940  0.132  ‐0.935  0.127  ‐0.941  0.116 
18  ‐0.424  ‐0.973  0.126  ‐0.967  0.120  ‐0.979  0.108 
19  ‐0.442  ‐1.008  0.124  ‐1.001  0.116  ‐1.008  0.100 
20  ‐0.461  ‐1.048  0.125  ‐1.039  0.116  ‐1.051  0.091 
21  ‐0.481  ‐1.093  0.131  ‐1.082  0.121  ‐1.082  0.090 
22  ‐0.500  ‐1.143  0.143  ‐1.130  0.131  ‐1.139  0.090 
23  ‐0.519  ‐1.198  0.160  ‐1.184  0.146  ‐1.185  0.103 
24  ‐0.538  ‐1.259  0.182  ‐1.242  0.165  ‐1.236  0.122 
25  ‐0.559  ‐1.324  0.207  ‐1.306  0.188  ‐1.282  0.149 
26  ‐0.579  ‐1.394  0.236  ‐1.373  0.214  ‐1.345  0.180 
27  ‐0.601  ‐1.468  0.267  ‐1.444  0.243  ‐1.418  0.215 
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